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KRIM CLEARLY CLAIR QUIGLEY TELLER SURES EMBEZZLEMENT
.
CA
SE
S
OUT OF EFFORT TO SLAY
A SLICK FORGER DIES SUDDENLY
UNUSUAL ORDER UNCLE OF MR

38 BELIEF OF THE AUTHORI- EXPIRED YlASTE
RDAY MORNTIES INVESTIGATING THE
ING AT I. C. RAILROAD
WRECKED BANK.
HOSPITAL.

LATE FAILURE OF BIG
BANK CHARGED, AGAIN1
441.7._
IS CHICAGO
CAUSE._

AUDZIAJ
N

LIS.

T1L::
OFFICIALS

,CF-AND
D r.5 •s•E
.:A1
7..-ROWLY
AT
UNI
ON
Felt His Reputation Was Being
An
Effor
t Will Be Made se Collect
ESCAPES DEATH
DeHAND
DEPOT YESTERDAY,
stroyed and Preferred Death
Twenty
Thousand
OF GUARD.
Dollars
Had Been in Failing Health for SevFrom His Heirs.
Instead.
Would-Be Runaway Girl
eral Mont* But Condition
and Four
Illinois "Suspects" Corr
Was Not Regarded Serious.
aled
—the
Indianapo:11, Ind., Aug. IL—
Chicago, Aug. I.—Frank KowalThe
Developments in Each.
comm
ski,
itte
for
e
five
of
years
exper
payi
ts
ng
who
teller
have been
of
OTHERS BESIDES THE CASHthe MAlwaukee avenue State Bank. examining the records in the
state
It
will
surpr
ise
and
pain
the
many
THOUGHT TO BE
which failed last Monday, and for cffices for several months have
comfriends in the city and county of some time
ATTEMPT MADE TO
Officer Hurley, of the polic
assistant receiving teller pleted their inquiry for the
/MEAT
e force:
INVOLVED..
four and
Mr. Clair Quigley to learn that he in addition
Assistant Special Agent P.
to his other duties, shot years incumbency of State Audit
THE MATTER AS AN ACJ.
or Kirk
died yesterday morning at 6 o'clock and killed
, of the I. C. R. R., had
himself Fridny night in James H. Rice from 1883 to 1887,
two
at the Illinois Central hospital. The his' home
and cases
CIDENT.
have
,
out of the usual order on
340
Nort
h
filed
Carpe
„
a
nter
stree
report with the governor.
t.
Some of the Developments Whic cause of his death was a compl
their
ication Criticism by neighbors and lifelong The committee
h
hands yesterday.
feels
that
Rice, like
of diseases, he having been in failing friends' who
Are
accused 'him of a share his predecessors and
Gradually
Comipg
to.
successors in
health for several months, but the in the downf
During the forenoon they recei
all of the bank is be- office collected and appro
ved The Czar Is Lead to Chat
Public Light.
priated cer- information from Ms's.
summons was finally a sudden one lieved
ile His
to have driven Kowalski to tain insurance fees
Sarah Baker
to which he was of Hamburg, Ill., that
and, came directly from a weakening his death
Plan
s
of
Move
ment
a
youn
.
g daugh
not entitled.' The aggregate
of the heart. Mr. Quigley has been
of these ter was about to leave the
For two days he had been de- fees being
city for
Neverthslesitto
is
exces
s
of
Chicago, Aug.
$3ci000. The St. Louis to runaway. The
heones that at the hospital only a little over a spondent, and the members of his comm
girl
was
itte
e
also reports that Rice re- found at
Paul a Stensland was the sole 'forget day,
the union depot about to
• ' he hiving been removed thither family had kept a close watch over ceived during his
term $2o,000 which take a train for St.
-of the $1000000 worth of crooked from his father's, residence, in Arcadia him. Fridkiy, however,
Louis and latet
returned is duly certified upon
he
St. Petersburg, Aug.
oitoes in the looted MVIvritikeelavenue just
the books but turned over to her
beyond the city limits, on to his home at 4 o'clo
11.—Grand
mother and 2. Duke Nicholas Isii
ck
while
the
there
'is
no
fecor
d showing what was sister, Mrs. Augu
icholaievitch, presibank are smashed. ' At least three Thursday, he being ellen quite il family was away from
stus Keeller, of this dent of the counc
, home, and his done with this .
il of national demoney. The books city.
-other men in addititin to the' fugitive from a severe chill on Wednesday. dead bod'y was found
four hours la- of the treasreeer
fence, narrowly escaped
•
of state do not show
Mr. Qiuntus Clair Quigley was a ter.
ptesident are thought to have enassassinatio*
It
came
out that Miss. glaker had yesterday
•
that it was ever paid over
afternoon at the hands. of
gaged in the productige os! bogu native of 'Paducah and was in the
left
as
The
clim
home
it
as
to
of
come
his
troub
to
Paducah to re- the imperial guards in
le was
s
the guard camp
lignatures. The authorities now be- forty-eighth year of his age. He was reached Thursday night when a wom- should hate been deine under the law side with her sisters Mrs.
Keener, and at Krasnoye-Selo.
nor
is
there
son
of
any
Col.
and Mrs. Q. Q. Quigley an whom he had' known for years acreceipt on file in the since coming beret hpd.
-lieve that Hering penned the signs
fallen, in love
7
Thus far the Associated Pres
Cures to over $Soo,00ci worth of crook- and his entire life was spent in the costed (him on the street and accused office of the auditor showing that with
s has
two young men of the city One only been
able to obtain meager itcoun
Rice
ty.
paid
It
He
in tarty life read law him of being responsible for
out.
-es1 paper.
Rice
died
she
in
beca
1892
and
me
engaged to marry and the tails of the
the failaffair, from which it apA bogus Olo,000 note was diacov- under his father and entered upon the use of the bank. When speaking of his estate, which amounted to about wedding, day was .set for next
**- pears that the grand duke
profe
ssion
$6o.0
.,
00,
but soon turned 'his at- the incident later in the eveni
has
long
ticd with the name of M. A.
since
was per.
been
day.
distri
The
other decided to get qui socially
ng,
LabuY tention to the insurance busin
reviewing, minetrvering and
attached to it. When confronted with
ess and Kowalski complained bitterly of the buted among his heirs. The governor of town and it is said
went to SO putting the troops thro
ugh blank
the signature and charged with it. inaugurated the agency which subse- suspicions of his friends, and de- bolds that the.missing $20,000 was 'Antis. Apparent.)
, Miss Baker re. tiring practice, when
quen
tly
beca
embe
me
the
zzle
d
he suddenly Was
firm
Quig
and that it can be recov- lentecl her engageme
.of
ley clared that unless his reputation were
execution
Hering
nt and wanted startled by the waspl
became
ern - & Boone and later that of E. G. speedily clear
ike hiss of but.
ibarrassed. This was late in the after
ed he would take his ered. It is understood that he is to go to the Future Grea
- Boone & Bro. He was ever an
t to find leis about his head. Fortu
abou
t
to take steps to recover the "the other fello
af- own life.
nately,
noon, and i a. m., when the nights
w" and meant to. do neither himself,
fable and popular gentleman and unnor his horse was
Kowaloki's relatives assert their money but neither he nor Attorney so when her
inquisttion came to an end, mora
moth
er
and
l til his health began to fail he wa• firm belie
sister inter - touched. The command
f that he was innocent of General Miler will say in what the (erred in the
certainty had taken the place of susto cease
way stated.
conspicions in local fussiness circles. any lanowledge
firing was immediately. given, and
steps
consi
st.
as to the mismanpicion in the minds of the officers of
the
The
trio
when
they came togethe. soldiers of the
Some years since he left the busi- agement of
regiment from which
the bank by President
the law.
,at the depot had a long talk and fin- the
ness life and rensoved from the city Stenslond. W'he
bullets came were marched back
n the bank failed
STATE'S SUPREMACY.
In Stenaland's Power,
!ally left for the city but as Miss
to his father's country home and Kowalski had, t000
to thdir quarters, and an investigaof
own
his
mone
y
Five years ago Hering fell into took up quitely the
listker turned several times
and tion was begun, in the hope
life of a ruralist on deposit in the institution and hi4 Must Be Defended
of ascerStensland's grip. He had, it is alleged and so spent his
Even if Break 'coked longingly back towards the
remaining daye. Mr. immediate relatives nearly Oso,000
taining from the barrel of the
guilty knowledge of the theft of $50,- Quigley was neve
riffles
Unio
stati
n
on
it
is
doubtful 'if there which of the soldi
r married, but he Had the teller known of Stensland's
with Vatican Comes.
ers fired ball car000 by the teller in the savings de- leaves his aged parents
will
be
a
wedd
ing
kete
Mond
ay or r..rt o
and one
defalcations, they assert, he would
idod
gest.o hS:::ceral arres
m ts are underpartruent, and, in fact, is said to have ter. !Writ George Langs
bot. as Mrs. Tiaker and Mrs. Keenet
taff. wife of at least have notified his relatives and
Madr
been
id..
parti
Aug.
cipated in the loot. The discov- the president of the Langstaf
it—
•
The
said
was
gove
the
unde
rnme
rsto
nt
prog
od
ram,
f-Orm would have taken his own money out continues to
I OtIf of ,ke grand duke'
ery yesterday of new trails of crook- Saw and Plaining Mill comp
maintain a firm attitude
s aides de
any, and of the institution.
on
camp who,Wowever, was not
the
An
chur
ch
Hlinois Quartette.
edness running through the muOted several lie-ices and
and state question. A
personnephews.
He
minister declared that whil
ally present, advanced to the
The second "case" the offici
bank, led the state's attorney to sum- was the last surviving son
e the govAssoals
of Mr.
ciated Press the theory that
ernment was desirous of
mon peremptorily last night three of and Mrs. Quigley and the third
possibly
avoid;ng a came oft with developed late in the
one LOEB IS SUED FOR DAMAGES breach
the bullets were fired by
with .the Vatican it had de- evening. Their attention was
the principal directors in the affairs to die within the past few years.
accident,
first
h isn
tterem
of the institution. They were called
Wend the supremacy of attracted to two girlish looking youn but he coniidered that beyond a
The death of Mr. Quigley comes By Wom
g
an Who Was Arrested in
state.
doubt there was a plot on the
women and two youthful look
upon to explain conditions whic as particulary distressing as it was
part
ing of a
h
Washington.
At the tItot sitting of parliament young men out
number of guardsmen, who deindicate that another line of robberies so sudden that no member of the
on the platform. All
.
the governed* will introduce
was being carried on independently family was at his bedeidle. To this
a bill seemed to be strangers in a strange liberately planned -to take the grand
cf Stensland's own gigantic swindle. is to he added the fact that his aged
Ooster Bay, L. 1., Aug 11.—WIM. making the religous orders amenable land and somewhat disposed to keep duke's life under cos* of the general
The directors who responded to the mother is at Cold Solpher Springs, Loeb, Jr., secretary to President to the law controlling industrial cor- out of sight either through a purpose b•ank cartridge fi Hat •
porations, and will also introdUce
Va. quite ill herself and a neice, Muss Roosevelt. was made defendant
summons were Frank R. Crane
a or from timidness. It was thought "It was no more an accident," said
in a
and
Marius Kirkeby. An officer was sent Catherine Quigley, is seriously ill at $50000 damage suit Friday, in which bill providing that members of or- by Officer Hurley a case for investi- the aide de camp, "than was Art firders, recently expelled. from
France, gatton and he proceeded 41 inform ing of the charge of !grape lfront the
for M. A Lobos', •another director, her grandfather's home in Arcadia. he is charged with having caused the
will
be required to become naturaliz- himself thro
The
body of MT. Quigley was false arrest of .Nadiage Doree, a Jewbut he could not be located.
ugh the assistance of Mr. saluting battery at the winter palace
ed or leave Spain. The minis
prepared for burial at the holopitil ish writer. The arrest was
ter said Kirk. They had soon learned that on the occasion of the ceremony of
made last that the,
cabinet was determined to the quartet
yesterday and then removed to Grac winter in Washington when
Closely Examined,
were on their way to Cov- biesiing the waters of the Neva by
e
hiliss Do6
Episcopal church, where it was place ree was distributing leaflet* advertis- carry these measures and did not fear ington, Tenn.,
and had come to the the emperor a year and a half tiro."
d
Director Crane was submitted 10
6
papal km-communication.
for repose until the funeral, which ing her work in the defense of
city
from
up near Elizabethtown. The bold attempt on the grand
Rushot examination by Assistant State
occurs this afternoon at 4 o'clock sian Jews at St. John's Episc
III., and that the gir's were Rosa duke's life caused s an
opal CHARLE
Attorney ()den in the presence of
immediate
Y
services to be conduced by Rev. Mr. church. The papers were serve
DOBBS
Joiner and Mary Joiner and were change in the plans of the emperor
d on
Inspector Sloppy and Assistant Chie Abbo
tt. of Hopkinsville. and the in-. Kr. Loeb today by a New York firm
f
FOR CONGRESS aged "fifteen years past" and "just who had arranged to go
ot Police Schuettler He denied all terment
tfiiIeraMOYewill follow and Ike in Oak of lawyers.
They
fourteen" and that the young men Selo today and spend a w' *t the
requi
re (him to
knowledge of the forgeries prepe
tratd Grove cemetery. where lies the sr make answer within twenty days in Named by the Louiville Socia
lists as were Isaac Russell, aged 22, and soldiers of his imperial guards.. •
by Stensland.
d is II..
mains of other members of the New York.
It was learned that the troupe:w
Davis Bank, aged 21, and that they
Their Candidate.
From the admissions secured from family.
ere
iMr Loets will be defended by the
ii extended order
were
gotn
g
and ihopeil in
in
pairs
to
Tenn
the two officials it appears conclusiveesse
e
to
The pall bearer' will be: Active—Dr department of Justice. The arres
t
Louisville. Aug. .—Charles Dobb get married and locate. These facts volley firing when the -accident" ocly that the boird of
s
directors J. Q. Taylor, Dr. J. R. Coleman, he says, was made by the Washing- was
selected as the nominee of the didn't exactly str4ce Messrs. Hurley curred, rendering it difficult eo deterthroughout its existeesrotes a boar Stephen Menard. L.
d
A. Washingtoo, ton police force without his knowl- socialist
party for congress from the and Kirk as perhaps all there was mine the regiment from • rbItich the
of dummies.
'Mn. Borneman and SamiLevi.. Hon- edge., Nis, Doree made an unsucand so they concluded it might be Ins-lets came. The grand duke surFifth district of Kentucky, at a
"Did you ever attend a meeting of arary—A. J. Decker, Alex. Kirkl
meet• best
and. cessful effort to see President Roose- ing of .the
to hustle the party to the city iounded by officers and aides de
socialist congressional
the executive committee of
Ott Rabb Noble, Jake Beiderman, J. Den- velt 21 Oyster Bay last summer.
hall for a%further investigation at the camp, was off on one side, out fvf the
committee at Odd Fellows' Hall
board?" asked Mr. Olsen of Crane., nis Mbcquot and Henry Huohea
last hartel
t of Lieut. Potter, of Chief line of fire.
night. Mr. Dobbs is a *ell
"No sir; 1 never did." replied the All friends are invited without fur
-known Colli
ASLEEP ON TRACK.
The affair has created a deep
ns' office, and this they at once
newspaper man of this. city, and
thee notice.
ddirectoo
imhas did.
press
ion in military circles, 'idle is
been
prominently identified with the
"Did you ever know the executive
Barbourville, Ky., Aug. T r.—W. socialist party for sever
At the city hall the quartet were the one topic of conversation in the
Another Confession.
committee to meet?"
al years. He
•
IlcIt
separ
was
on
ated, "the sheep being taken clubs. but the attempt on the..grasid
insta
ntly killed, M. was at one time on the editorial
Barbourville, Ky., Aug.
"It never met so far as I know,"
staff from amon
is SeVier fatal•y hurt
g the goats," so to speak, like's life is not generally diukstri
of
and
Wilsh
anot
ire's
her
man
reported here this morning that
magazine,. _the .-leading
admitted Crane.
_
named Sevier slightly-INN-fa ihir `socialitt pitb".icatio
and Lieut. Potter and-others preseitt hortoorto-overrd-orrthuStihjefietiii4ig
Andie
-Tren
n
sion.
of
one of the negroes
you ever pass on loans or do
the United
been published in the newspapers.
anything else to fdrther the interest3 charged ,with the murder of Mrs. morning near Grays, nine miles south States. He 'is a brilliant speaker and proceeded to get the facts supposed
to
of
here
be
hidde
by
a
fast
n.
The
freig
will
men
ht
train
lend
and
.
The
the
stren
Broug
gir's
gth
h(Cin
of the bank?"
to the socialist
has made another conwere free to talk and it came out that GASS-NELSON FIGHT Slerr. s.
fession to her`attorneys which throws men were lying on the track, and are ticket in this district.
"No, sir," said Crane.
they all lived when at ... home in
thou
ght to have been asleep. The acCharles Dobbs at one time lived
some new light on the killing. The
in
Fighters Signed Article fit
Gig Loans Made..
lawyers for thy defense, however, cident was on a curve near a tunnel, Paducah and did newspaper work. Illinois out some ten miles back of
AgreeElizabethtown and had been "sweatand the train ran into the men be. He 'is a brother of
The director was shown a note for refus
ment and Posted Rorfeit.
e to divulge the nature of the
Rev. Dobbs who
hearting" and had decided to leave
fore they were seen by the engineer. once lived here
4.001), dated April 4 last, and asked if confe
and filled the pulpit of
ssion.
that section for Tennessee and there
The body of Helton was brought the First Baptist
the signature was genuine. He reGoldfield, Nev., Aug, rt.—Articles
church for 2 year
marry and settle down: The young of agreement
here and given medical attention. The or more. ' Charles
plied that it was. He said that he questions alon
for a fight between Joe
g this line.. The direcDobbs went from
men said that the parents of . the Gans and Battl
coroner's inquest stated they were here to touisvilTe
had borrowed .a total of $25;eloo from tor declared
ing Nelson September
that he is worth $200,000.
several
years girls had given
rim over while asleep.
the bank the $4,0oo note being the
their consent to their 3 were signed today. Each
,ago.—Ex
Did Not Consider Loans.
posted a
marriage and to corroborate this forfeit
last transaction of the series. He is
Diretor Marius Kirkeby was quesof $5.000.
stat
ement they showed what had
Indebted td the bank for the whole tioned on the
tame subject. He was
been written as a notice of consent,
amount at present. The security a member
Cattle, Meat and Ice in Mix-Up.
of the loan committee. tothese papers being signed by Louis
wilich Crane gave the bank for th;s gether with ISten
sland,and his son.
Jackson. Tenn.. Aug r —k car
and Mantie May Joiner. They ex41 -$25oCio in loans consisted of forty, Ile was supposed to pass on the
load
ed with meat and one loaded
plained further that they had decided
4 shares of—West Chicago street rail- loans, but he
admitted to the state's
with live cattle and another car loadto
defer
marr
ying until they could
S way stock, valued at, $2,400.
He was attorney that he left the greater part
reach Tennessee because they could ed with ice were wrecked in the
• asked if, as a director of the bank, he of that respo
Harrodsburg. Ky., Aug. I.—Frank at eci
yards of the Illinois Central railroad
nsibility to the president
per cent. more than the same not get license where
they lived but in this city
did not consider that pretty slim seAmong other papers examined last James, a prominent citizen, made the service is offered for.
Thursday. Ellic Mayo,
were told they could get them in
ihighest bid for the telephone francurity for a borrower to put up. He night was a
colored, was painfully hurt,
The corporation without a fran- Tennessee.
check for $4.700, which
buts
flank and the oldest stran
did not think so.
bore no signature except one made chise. He is, backed by local cap-. chise, in the face of the fact
ge to say. the cattle were ungirl
that
were'
it
free
to
talk and did about injured. and
italists and gave a bond of $2,000 is
The assistant state attorney then With a rubber stam
a trespasser and another has pur- all the talki
were transferred to anp, no name being that he
ng that was done by the other car.
would, carry out the agree- chased the
produced the books of the bank, attached in its place
as was the dry salt meat,
right
, bearing only the ment of
, proceeds to bring in nuartet.
the permit
showing that the dividends on Crud* Actress, "209 Milw
and sent on to the points of desti.
carloads of poles and cross-arms.
aukee avenue."
It was also brought out that the natio
The city council repudiated *he puts
stock were rot paid to him, but to
n.
up new lints and installs new party
This had been handlird by Cashier
had left their homes in Illinois
purchase Of the franchise at i' •nst iitst
an account in the bank known as Hering according to his own
rumen
tie,
defie
s
popul
ar
will
admis- meeting, refuses to consider the bid
and Thursday and had walked the dis"09." This was one of Stensland's sion, and had been
CIrsce Church Sunday School.
ignores popular right, and finally.
handed in by of local capitalists. and, stand
tance of ten miles to Root Clare and
s
for
No services' at the Grace c'surch
personal accounts.
prepares and flings at the council for
•
President Stensland. who obtained the
had there taken s host for this Paco!: Sunday sehnol
East Tennessee company, will- passage
Crane refused to answer further the amount of the chec
this rnorni- ., on aca contract with h'e'n sales.
k in cash.
ing to give it a practical monopoly
count of the death- of Mr. Chit
The telepitune war is still on.
(continued on Page area
Quigley-. ..a.
. _.,.
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PRESIDENT STENSLAMD
NOT ALONE IN THE WORK
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WAS IN THEIR CAMP
AT TIME OF MART

'
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East Tennessee Telephone Company
Has Harrodsburg in It's Grasp

A
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the entertainment of the guests -a Paris, Tenn., a:este:allay to assist in
musical contest" was a feature. All the operation.
Mr. La Gore has many friends here :
Vile young people present were given
a chance • to sharpen their musical who are sorry indeed to hear of his
ears by having several bars of many serious mishap.
different musical composition played,
and, after being supplied with paper
A Smar Blaze.
and pencils, the- guests were required j Yesterday
lc
forenoon
about
to write the titles of all the pieces o'clock the Central Fire Department
•••••
•
•1111N•
they recognized. Miss Cora Rich- was called to the "Co'umbia" owing
ardson was awarded the prize on her to a small blaze which was caused by
list. Refreshments were served dour- insulation on an electric wire burnany incidents-of-eke peo- i n g-thesevessingh,
irt-spiee-ei-the aea-sote siod-the- many
ing out.
evenings which were unsuited because ple of ;her state and of her experiI The blaze was put out before the
of the fall or rain, the past week was ence as president of the Red Cross Boating Part's..
file department arrived.
a most enjoyable one to the social society in California duriag the PhilNo damage was done only the wall
M is s Jeanette Petter entertained
disposed and and from the announce• ippione wa: and the late earthquake with a boating party Wedneaday being blackened.
silents of the many gatherings there harror in San Francisco and else- evening complimentary to Miss Flora
wrirelta number of ivery delightful getth- where. She wears with much pride a Rohr, the guest of 'Miss Erma Reitz.
ORDERED MUSTERED OUT.
erings. The presence in the city of very handsome and valuable red After a several hours' trip on the
which
rubies,
some charming guests occasioned a cross and ring made of
water the party returned; to the city The Mayfield Company of
State HEiRE ARE BARGAINS THAT BROOK NO DELAY, SINCE THE
number of these functions and in were given her by a Tennessee rega- where delightful refreshments were
QUALITIES ARE, IN MANY CASES
Guards Gets the "23" Order.
AS SMALL AS THE
for
gratitude
spite of the inclement evenings many merit of sokliers out of
served by the hostess.
PRICES.
route
_ jA
while
en
them
given
attentions
of them were open air entertainThe military company. K. S. G. of
The mentions below wilt to and returning from, the Philip- Boating Party.
nfents.
MaYfield, was ordered mustered out
slightly ibdicate how the pleasure aine war.
by Adjutant General Lawrence last
Jean
Madison
Morris
Miss
of
'823
—
GOOD LINENS HAVE A STANDARD OF VALUE AS FIRM AS
has been spent the past week.
street Tuesday. evening entertained Friday.
GOLD; YET WI CAN LOWER PRICES BY FOREGOING OUR
Jolly Hay Ride.
This company was to make its deCasino a number of friends with a boating
the
last
evening
LEGITIMATE PROFIT. WE HAVE DONE IT, BY OFFERING
Tuesilly
Dinner Party.
party. Several hours were spent on parture for Henderson where the
A LINEN LAWN, FULL YA RD WIDE AND ALL LINEN AT
gave a jolly hay ride in honor
Miss Ethel Seamon entertained of many visiting young ladies. Ths the waters and then the fair hostess state encompment is o be field
ig CENTS PER YARD.
charmingly Tuesday evening with a l party numbered about twenty couples served a nice luncheon to her guests this year, on the 21st of the month
dinner party at her home on South aid a most delightful evening was a. ter parents' residence. Miss Mor- but owing to the resignations of Capt
Herman Baswell and First and Sec
ris proved a most gracious hostess.
Fifth street in honor of the Misses spent.
end
Lieutenants, Lewis Robbins and FALL WAISTS HAVE COMMENCED TO
Mayfield
Luna and Essie Doughit of
--- COME( SO WE HASTEN
Approaching Weddings.
Chester Byrus, it is very doubtful if
who are the guests of the Misses For Fair Visitors.
OUT OUR WHITE WASH WAISTS BY
NAMING PRICES
It is annaunced through invitations the boys will get to make their trip,
Beyers of Monroe street. The coy,
THAT ARE SURE TO SELL. 1/1.00 WAISTS REDUCED TO 65
Monday evening Miss Erma Reitz
on
at
the
that
their
friends
21st,
as all of the specified resignations
ers were laid for nine and the color entertained deligthtfully in honor of to
CENTS. Vs° WAISTS REDUCED TO $s CENTS.
scheme of red and white was ef- Miss Flora Rohe of Evansville, who the home of the bride, cos Jackson were accepted.
street, Miss Ruth Jones and Dr.
No doubt the boys of this company
fectively carried out.
is visiting her. Miss Reitz was a
Earl Dunn are to be united in were planning on a big time at the
charming hostess and those present F.
marriage. The couple is a popular state encampment this year and are A LOT OF SKIRTS FROM LAST FA" ANTI LAS- SPRING,
In Honor of Visitors.
had a happy evening.
one and their many friends will in sorry the officers resigned right at
GOOD STYLES AND GOOD
QUALITIES
HAVE
HADThe Misses .Rooks of 433 Clark
aevance of their happy union extend the time they were to go away.
THEIR PRICES MARKED DOWN.
street entertained informally in hon- Charmingly Entertained.
tl-.em congratulations.
$400 SKIRTS REDUCED To $1s.00..
or of Miss Mira Caldwell of LouisMiss 7i1anc1ue street entertained in
Ss.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO 3-00 AND S.s.00.
On the 15th inst. in Golconda, Ill..
An Unusual Offer in Books.
ville, the guest of Mrs. DT. Reddick
evening Miss. Reidcl, one of the beles of
$7.00
Tuesday
manner
a
charming
SKIRTS REDUCED TO Ss.00.
book
Harbour's
department
and Miss Mamie Stout of Helena,
Szo.00 SKIRTS REDUCED TO S6.00.
at 'her home on South Sixth street. that place. and Mr. Frank Dugan, a making a remarkable offering of the
HenneNellie
Miss
of
Ark., the guest
complimentary to Miss Flora Rohr. popular attachee of the I. C. railroad latest copyright ;fiction at so cents
berger. The evening was one Oil
who is visiting Miss Erma Reitz. The at this place, will be joined in wed- per copy.
most
a
in
remember
long
guests will
inclement weather caused the party lock. The couple are to make PaduTwelve of the most popular authpleasing way.
to he changed from the lawn to the cah their home and the bride-to-be ors in the world have sold this latest A BIG LOT OF LAWNS AND B ATISTE, OUR
REGULAR 1sC
house. Refreshments were sehved to has many friends here to give her a works to the Authors' and Publishers
QUALITIES HAVE BEEN REDUCED IN PRICE TO toC PER
Charming Lawn Party.
those present.
Associaton. One book is published
YARD. LOTS OF GOOD STYLES AND PATTERNS.
hearty welcome to the city.
Tuesday evenfng Miss Gussie Her
each month by this association and
ring entertained many guests with a Morning Card Party.
placed on sale through selected local
Party to Cairo.
Wednesday -"riming Mrs. H. S
Mr. Wilson. at Harbour's
lawn party at the residence of her
agent..
of
party
A
young people went to
informally entertained with a Cairo yesterday on
mother on South, Third street. The
the
Steamer Boob Department has received the YOU CAN HAVE THE CHOICE OF ANY 'OF OUR 'SC TAN
lawn had been tastefully prepared pleasant card party in honor of the-' l'owler for a day's outing.
Mrs. first allotment of the series,. coneistHOSE, BOTH LADIES' AND CHILDREN IN PLAIN AND
and the guests enjoyed the hours in guests of Mrs. C. L. Van Meter. Mrs Bertie Campbell and Mrs. M. G. ing of "The glen Between." "The
LACED WORK, FOR toC PE PAIR.
progressive conversation and with Wells' apartment in the Empire flats. Cope were the chaperones. The out- Rock in the Baltic." and "My Lidy
music. Dainty and most palatable has often been the scene of similar ing proved most enjoyable to the par- Evelyn."
When the popularity of
refreshments were served by the fairi events, but none was ever More de- ticipants.
the authors are taken into considerhestess.
lisehtful to the guests than this one.
ation the price put upon them, is inAfter cards came most dainty re- Report Secret Marriage.
deed remarkable. The readers of
good
freshments.
fiction will do well to keep up
Delightfully Pleasant.
It is quietly to.d, but whether z,s
Monday evening ;Misses Laleila
new monthly issues of this
the
with
a fact or as an alleged joke, that a
the. display advertiseSee
and Agatha Vickery of 74t North Pretty Entertainment
series.
a young Wiy of the south side and a
issue.
Complimentary to Miss Adah 'Hart
this
ment
Tenth street most delightful enterin
young man who has been paying her
tained a number of friends w;tli a Miller of Chicago, who is her fair
close attention for sometime were
Agents for Butte rack Patterns
lawn ;saely. A beautifully decorated guest Mise Olga List of South
Returns to the River.
since
secretly
months
several
married
for
Subscribe
the
Three months for twenty-five ease.
DELINEATOR.
and
guests,
lawn was ciowded with
Fourth street entertained a number
Deputy U. S. Marshal Wade'Brown
and will soon make the fact known
there was music and hours of -pleas- of guests • last Thursday evening.
has, because of little official business,
their friends. It has according ro
ant confab and then delicious 'delica. A most enjoyable evening was spent to
decided to return to the river as an
ees. The tair hostesses won many by those present Refreshments were the same authority been said for engineer, which calling he previously knocked out by She ravages of the the costs of the legal proceedings.
some time that this couple is to be
weather. 1.ittle by little the wind The association agreed to this, and
compliments for their hospitality.
served at the close of the event
followed. He will not, however. .ehas brouaht grains of sand and soil the proceedings were sultpended, and
married in the fall and if the first
sign his office, having been granted
report is not a false one the last one
there and
in all these little at the MAy term of court the injuncInformal Reception. , •
Surprise Party.
permission to work at his calling prountil a small aerial tion was made permanent against
holes
niches
and
Mrs. W. V. Eaton of 6o7 North' Miss Eleie Elam of Jackson street wil' likely prove correct.
s:ded he is ready when wanted to
1.
garden is lour:shing all around the them ever delivering their Igoe crop
Seventh street Tuesday afternoon Thursday evening was surprised by
attend to business.
rim. Grass an.: flowers are genwing of tobacco outside of the asoaciation.
entertained with an informal recep- a number of friend. the occasion be- EscursiOn Rattes Via. the Southern
there in s-veral varieties and can
Railway from Louisville.
tion in honor of Majorie Hutson and ing her -birthday. The evening was
Church Society Meets.
Tie pla'ntiffs now clr'm that after
readily he dist'nguished with field
Carrie Smith of Tennessee. who are given up to games by She many
The Home Mission socieTy of the glasses The centerpiece, of course. this they did go tied (Wiser •oi toSmith.
TO.
Minn.--$1600.
August
Paul,
St
friends present. Refreshments were
the guests of Mrs. Audrey
church
will
baccn to Flack & Dabney. and thereBroadway Methodist
The hours were from 4 to 6. and served on a beautifully decorated It and 12. Return limit August 31 meet Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock. is the cherry tree mentioned.
by ioinred the association by enSepto
with
extension
of
with privilege
the guests enjoyed the occasion
table.
present.
to weaken its influence to
be
to
deavoring
urged
are
members
All
NOT INDICT ROCKEFELLER
tember loth on payment of so cents.
bird contests and; a luncheon which
the aaa mitt of Isola°. and further pay
Mission society of the
Home
The
was most tastefuly served. The dec- Euchre Party for Visitors.
would have been about
church will President of Standard Oil Will Suf- for ern.
Denver. Colorado Springs and Pu- Trimble Street Methodist,
orationa were beautiful.
Thtirsday forenoon Mrs. W A
amount of commission the assoMe;
the
with
afternoon
Monday
meet
to
daily
Berry of 503 North Seventh street eblo, Col.--$16.00. On sale
fer No Inconvenience.
ciation would have received for sellL. S Jackson, tots Trimble
A Pleasant Event.
entertained at euchre complimentary September 3oth, with return limit of
ing this tobacco. Flack & Dabney
A delightful lawn party wee given to Mrs. C S. Van Mater's young October 31St.
II -- Joni, were made parties to the slut because
Aug.
Ohio,
Cleveland.
License.
Marriage
at the home OtiMiss Emma Grear, guests. There were seven tables and
,according to trudt. the plain ecs claim they knew of all
W. B Cale. aged 21, of Paris D. Rockefeller
On sale
Ashville, N. C.--.$1519e.
100 Broaf9wt on Tuestay evening some thirty guests, and the party was
wil not he in• these fide when they accepted the
information,
worthy
Metaber. age
The isostesee s assisted in receiving in all respects one of the most pleas- daily the year round, good; returning Tenn.. and Miss Willie
present fed• tobacco.
the
of
result
a
as
dieted
22. of Paducah. were granted license
.
by Miss/rllen Ratcliff. The lawn ant of the season. The decorations within six months.
Ts- c ontiorre of this suit will be
inoe'ry into the oil trust. Intieral
to marry Saturday.
was besaiseifuffy-srlecorated in arches were attractive and the refreshments
unation was given out by the same watched with a great deal of interest
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
an)allanese lanterns. Games were most bountiful and delicious.
high authority that t4his decision As throughout the entire dark tobacco. I
CALLED DOWN BY COURT.
points in the southwest, west and
.indulted in. but dancing was the
result' of a series of conferences district and if the plaintiffs win in
the
points in the souhteast, west and
' feature ef the evening. Lunch was Informal Social.
by Attorney General Moody this suit a number of other similar
held
Friday evening Miss Lota Thomas southewst on first and third Tues- Elisor Was Reading the French-A!) with the various district attorneys suits will be filed in this county.
served in the dining-room, which
ner-Smith Jury a Newsnaper
of 1129 Thirteenth street gave an in- days of each month, June to Novema.
". was beautifully decorated.
connectecesvith the investigation.
Account of Proceedngs.
formal social to the visiting young ber inclusive.
The statersent that no indictments
tickets
information,
-additional
and
affair
For
pretty
Rockefeller
a
was
It
defies.
Birthday Party.
will be returned against
South,
ileattyville. Ky. Aug. t,.—While
Monday-. evening little Miss Or- was most highly enjoyed by the etc., call on any agents of the
ate based rnon questions of law initt1
the jury in the French-AbnerzSm
Stand
•
V .
tense Bobeeno at her home. 305 Far- guests. Muaie and delightful delica- ern Railwaar or address,
to- volved.. As president of the
—DarETAB7—
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East case was at dinner in the hotel
be
to
likely
ley street. entertained a number cif cies were features of the event.
is
he
Company
ard Oil
day one of the elisors. William Tick- summoned 'to plead to the indict Mkiin street, Lexington. Ky.
-friends with a birthday party. It
.
Trushart
begail
and
A
P.
newspaper
D.
a
,
secured
MUNGERFORD
er.
C. M.
was the li;tle lady's tenth anniver- Park Party.
thus far learned. but even in
talents
yesterdny'e
sary, and her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Thursday evening Misses Lorena 234 Fourth avenue, Louisville. Ky. reading the report of
case of conviction the result will be
All of the jurors jets
J. C. BEAN, JR.. A. G. P. A.. St. proccedinc
Henry Bov.peno, decided to make ;t and Lillian Bever of 411 Fifth street
no personal di:,coinfort.
their mats and surrounded the officet
a most leipps cne. and this it V.1. entertained quite pleasingly with a Louis, Mo.
•
and were drinking in every work
Many little friends were present and dinner party at Wallace park in comMarried is Fulton.
Tree.
Judge Dorsey arrived on tilt
a
of
when
Out
spent.
Falls
happily
were
hoers
guests.
several
pliment of their charming
Fulton, Ky., Aug. It —Ws!, Lucy
Early Saturday morning Christian !acene and took the officer to task
Gaines were followed by refresh- Misses Laura and Essie Dauthitt of
for Phillips and 1.. F.•Pittman, members
necessary
D.
was
G.
It
actions.
of
his
daughter
for
enjoy-year-old
of
8
the
ments.
1vrayel4. Several hours
to a high of highly respected famililee of th's
ment made the party a most happy Center, of 423 Cay street, was climb- the court to raise his voice
the at- (-minty, were married here by Esquire
attract
lost
could
she
he
before
and
pitch
yard
their
in
ing a tree
Young People Wed.
occasion.
jurors, J. T. Futrell. They live in the Boaz
the
or
eliror
Tuesday evening...ALI lieliSck__MilS
her balante_and fell to the ground. tention of the
news. Chacel neighborhood, anet-are-very
Tit•the
—
—triey
engrosseeFirrefe
peneso
iikh
sv
stob
She alighted on a
Nell MkCarty and M. Tom Crane Lawn Fete.
ex- popular. They will reside on the
considerable
created
Thursday evening Miss Irene Ull- trated her left leg right above the The affair
were united in marriage at the home
the groom's farm, three milts south of
in
one
no
as
time.
a
-for
citement
charmingly
of the bridle's parent, Mr. Alex Mc- man entertained quite
knee.
could; grasp the situation for s tht city.
Carty. of 710 South Third street with a lawn fete at her home. 433
Dr. Horace Rivers was sommoned room
minutes.
few
that
Miss McCarty is quite a pretty and Washington street, in honor of her to attend the child and found
SUIT AGAINST
talented young lady of the South guest, Miss Lula 'Rosenthal of Ow- part of the stob broke off in her leg..
CHIMNEY.
IN
TFtEll
CHERRY,
TOBACCO GROWERS
Side. The groom is a valuable em- enetsoro Ky. It was a very pretty
ploye of the marine ways and is affair. Delightful refreshments were
RESULTS IN LOSS OF LEG.
Birds of the Neighborhood Feed Who, It Is Claimed, Sold Their Crop
very popular. After ehe ceremony a served during the evening.
Prom .Its Fruit.
Our showing of Sumner
Bad
a
the
to
served
was
Happened
Outside the Association.
delicious supp'er
"Rusty" La dire
— —
lewelsy and Novelties is
----Evening Luncheon.
guests.
Arcident While Out Hunting
Indiaa Orchard. Mass., Aug. 11.--)Sore extensive this season
Cadiz, Ky.. Aug. IL—Messrs. Gen,
Mies Rosa Thurman of 306 South
Near Paris, Wenn.
of the- freaks of nature in this
One
and
ever. Your will be decounty
than
this.
of
Ladd
L.
Third street Thursday evening enE.
and
E
Delightful Card Party.
town is a cherry tree growing on top Flack & Dabney of Hopk;nsville, tolighted with our display of
Tuesdny forenoon last Mrs. Wit- tertained; many friends with a 6
On last Friday afternoon while
chimney. It is a thrivdealers, are made the defendBelt-pins and buckles, Hair
ham Marble of so) Kentucky avenue o'clock luncheon. The affair was in out hunting
Paris, Tenn. of an So-foot
near
standing- ten feet above the bacco
tree,
ing
of
Bebout
Blanche
Orname,its. in combs and
Miss
entertained a number of guests at honor of
"Rusty" I.a Gore. of th'is county, but cap of the chimney, and it has grown ants in a suit for $2,o5o that has just
n
countty circuit
Silver Card Oases
the
Barrettes,
Trigg
in
cards, complimentary to her sister Sheridan, Ky.: Miss ha Harris and who has been visiting friends near
filed
been
t
rapidly, despite fierce winds which court by the Dark Tobacco District
Purses.
We
are
and
Mrs. Adah Van Pelt. of Oakland tanooga. Tenn.: Miss his Harris, and Paris, Tenn., happened to a bad ac•
it almost double on it1
Planters ;Protective associatiton of
Cal.. who is her guest. There were Jennie 'Heineman of St. Louis, Mo. cident which has caused him to have have bent
showing all of the
blosit
spring
4
lofty perch. Every
four tables, and the fascinating 'game After an elgant lunch; was served his' leg amputated.
Kentucky, Tennessee and Virgini:.,
The accident
later comes the fruit, to
their .petiton
claimlin
plaintiffs
was greatly enjoyed by Mrs. Mar, at her home the party went to Wal- occurred while Mr. La Gore was in soms and
The
delight of the bird colonies of the
G. E and E. L. Ladd had
ble's guests. An elegant luncheon lace patk, where they attended the the woods hunfina. His gun acci- the
They have come to that After
neatlefxnhomf.
thoroughloos crop of tobacco
their
was served after the games were Casino theater, which was
pledged
dently went off and the charge lodged regard it as their especial tree, growthat they violated
association
over and was greatly enjoyed by all. ly enjoyed by the happy crowd.
the
to
cerin the leg.
ing for their benefit alone,. and
it to Flack
selling
by
contract
tbat
The decorations were golden, out af
Mr. La Gore is a brother to Mr tainly no human being wants the
when an injuncthat
and
Dabney,
compbttrent to the state in which A Musical Entertainment.
&
traveling salesman cheries badly enough to scale the
,Miss Jessie Rook entertained last Jesse E. La Gore,
tion was issued against the delivery
Mrs. Van Pelt resides, and their procles Wholesale chimney for them.
Baker-Ec
the
for
on
home
her
at
evneing
Wednesday
atof this tobacco to Flack & Dabney
fuseness added no little tu the
The chimney is a little weather
compliment- Grocery company.
streets,
to let
Clark
and;
Fifth
event
tractive
capstones they came forward and agreed
Monie
A telegram was sent to Dr. B. A beaten at the top, tbc .
association and pay
the
in
remain
it
The charming guest was the (alter ary to Misses Caldwell and.
s4 v
327 BROADWAY.
here. For Vs'ashburn of this city to come to broken away and many of the brocka
of much interest be-cause of 1,er 1.il- Strout, who are visiting
-,•••••.... .4.aft .-.1••••
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EVELYN CAMPBELL WARNS
GIRLS AGAINST WINEGLASS

"Please do not call me brave," he
DIES OF INGROWING HAIR,
said on hi/ deathbed. "I did nothing more than I ought to have done.
I could not have done otherwise."
Connecticut
Workman
Expires
Now for the contrast: A wellknown citizen of Chicago, wealth
Suffering Torture.
with a host of friends and in supur
b
THE LATEST AND BEST
physical condition, was in the IroCOPYRIGHT NOYMILII,.
A young girl sat in a Chicago cafri invitation
frOtniinan knows the truth quois Theater that fateful afternoon. Derby, Conn.. Ag z.WiA. his The Mast Betvreen--Araelia E. iaare's -greatest-last night Opposite 1iiiIt a young of what I am
work,'"A. book de-titted to
A Intend congratulated him
she.: tinr ciercial sad fashior..;;:t.
saying.
upon his head swollca to twice its natural size,
world to its foundations."—C
man. Both had faces which reflected
ribune.
hicago
I •muat qualify that statement. Only escape without personal injury cir and suffering torture, Emile Jones of
wood 'breeding and refinement.
the girls who refused the cocktails loss.
Ntisv Dritain died today in St. Fran- The Lady Evelyn—Max Ilem5trton's niost
charm. rig romance.
It was evidently itlhe first time that or the wine know the last
"F-scape?" be exclaimed. "I did not cis hospital.
"Not a :full Rae in the whole book.
of the conHartford, from the
A
*Lain 'mg romance and , h.-trthe young girl bad dined with the versatien. The girls.
escape
!
Everything I had was effects of an ingrowing
fling
invstety."--:-.New
who accepted the
York
*hair in his
World.
4 young man. Here are two fragments bevera
The Rock in the Baltic—Robert
ges heard commedation also, burned up in that fire—my self- chin.
Bar're
of their conversation:
"Far and away the hut work of magniriciaut novel.
but of a different kind. They heard respect, my honor, all the things that
Jones tried to extract the filament
this talented author."—St. Louis
When the dinner began:
Post-Dis pat
themselves C,OtTIMended1 QS good fel- make a man a man. In the excite- and irritated the skin.
Blood poison
He—Would you like a cocktail or a lows.
ment I lost my head. Perhaps
I followed, and he grew rapidly worse Remember, the
.1
glass of wine before dinner?
edition of the above books is
They were proud of the words, and trampled on women and children,
lim.ie
d.
dying
They
within
can
a
be had
week after the ingrowonly at oar store and they are
She—Thank you, but I never drink when upon
do not know. I have enough
the regalar $i.5e books.
for my ing hair was first
some later occasion they
noticed. Physicians
anything.
were cormalled to resent some word family; they do not need me; I was Lay that
the ease is almost unique- t
He—There are always- the 'weep- or action
the man who ought to Sas,- e died
of the men whose wine they
in pathology.
tions ehat prove the rule, you know.
that
Iroquo
is
fire.
You
congra
tulate
thi-v
,!--e,-nedi that the me that
Jones was a knife handle finisher,
-Wont you break your rule for once, reason
lam alive; you ought rather
for it lay in their acceptance
and
it is thought that dust ffrom
just for sociability's sake?
to
pity me tin that I am not dead.
of the first drink.
I rosewood
She—Pardon me, but I do not care
'had
which he handled in his
no
moral
right to come out of
Now, contrary to many ideas of
work might have caused the poison.
for anything of the sort.
my temperate friends. I wish to an- that theater alive. Everything that I
•
'He—I do not like to see a woman nounc
hadl in character—the belief
that I
e my belief right' here that many
-drinking to excess, but an occasion- very
What Can You Do?
good and lovable women drink had gathered through life a little
courage, a little disinterested fidelity
al drink upon an occasion like this is %me and
So, because you have a little job
other beverages in restaur- a
all right. There is no one who knows ants.
little capacity for sacrifice, a .little and you get little Pay and there is
T ianow some of them, and they
devoti
you here.
on to duty--all, all of this, with monotony from morning till night
are sincere in their belief that they
my who'e life, is a heap of
She—Please do not insist I do not are justifi
scarred added to perspiration and callous
ed in doing it.
OP
ruins!
wish to he rude. but I am afraid I
spots and backaches, you think that
"
But in spite of all this I should
shall have to be if you do not under- like
There is pathos in the self-condem- you have no chance.
to blazon in letters of fire for
nation of this seemingly strong man;
stand that I cannot drink anything.
It is because so many young felevery girl in the world to read:
there was glory in the death
He—I beg your pardon, I am sure
like that that
The girl who drinks is the girl who
of the lows have though
•* *
younger one, and in his abnegation we have hundreds of thousands of
is in danger.
was the loftiest heroism. And
*At the close of the dinner:
these men in this country who barely earn
Danger of being misunderatood
two cases, between them, re-enfor
He (confidentially)—Do you know
ce a living. When times are hard they
Danger of things worse than misand emphasize the truth of the
-that I admire very much 'the stand understandin
lose their jobs.
poet's
g.
you take about drinking. it is the
Not one-tenth part of the natural
In my work as a newspaper woman words:
It is not all life to live,
only stand' for a woman to take. My I have talked with
talent
in the world1 is ever developed.
hundreds of womNor all of death to die .
sisters do not drink. I would not en whose lives
And it is mostly because the posyou Shudder at, you
-allow them to do so.
sessors of this talent lack sand or
girls safe in sheltered homes.
She (bluntly).Why didi you try so
In every case I found the trail of MURDERS MEN IN JAIL CELL gumption.
bard to induce me to do a thing for the wineglass
Perhaps you ha•-e musical genius.
creeping through the
•NrIltich you would have censured sme pitiful
Prisoner Accused of Killing Fellow. or you can draw pictures,
story of the wrecked life.
or you feel
in your heart?
that you have a bent for some par"I'f I had never taken a drink," said
FelonsWhile They Slept.
He—I did not know you well one poor, trembl
ticular kind of' labor that will pay
MAL 1111T4b' • VISTERN CEINT
ing creature to me
—
INIXY FARM 1. IIASt
enough to know whether you were through
Y PA
Lufkin, Tex., Aug. Tr.—H. H. Tr- better and please better than the orthe bars of a cell. 'I would
LOTS FOR IINVBSTIMINT•
4
in earnest or not.
dinary
ploddi
1111111RTUCXY REAL LSTATE JOURNAL
never 'be here. Girls ought to keep wide and Sam Chandled, white men
ng.
AND PRICE AST
•••
Have you tried to develop it?
away from drank."
confined in the Angelina county jail
MAE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
T.
There were scores, yes hunstred.s, of
Have
you
endured anything for it?
The trail of the wineglans.
here, were found dead in their cell
wintilar conversations in Chicago last
CPO,* gt NI. Wan TEMPOR.A.
Keep it away from your life, girls. Thursday. morning, the skulls of both Have you sacrificed pleasure and
•••..ctsaush.
nig.* They are repeated every night --Eve
lyn Campbell in Chicago Ex- men crushes, and John Wilson, 'held comfort to make something of it?
^.^"MION111
'Every girl who has accepted a dinner
In New York M. Roasseliere, a
on a minor charge and confined in
am;r er.
the same cell as Trawick and Chan- wonderful Frencb concert singer
DEFENDED HIS HONOR.
made his mark. He was paid over 4.11Y.ill*•141041. 4-Miht•M;WI-1.--14.011"1
SEEKS TO IMPEACH JURIST dler. is held, charged t'vith having
-1- ahrilich-psaArs1-As-Alhlakpi
niro-s-mo
$1,000 a night for singing and thoumurde
red
his
cellma
tes.
It
is
be--Sensational Street Fight in Chatta
sands
flocke
iieved
d
that
to
hear
the
him and apmen were killed while
- Petition Against Judge Filed in the
plaud hint
they slept.
nooga.
Georgia Legislature.
Would you know where he started?
--At the bottom, down where the
Young Man Drowned While Bathing.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Aug. ii.—T.
Atlanta. Ga.. Aug. 11.—A petition
beds are hard and the food is coarse
P. Mic‘fahon. city building inspector
Colun.hus, Ky.. Aug. IL—A crowd and art is sneere
for the impeachment of Judge John
d at. He was a
and L. A. Hitzfeld. a prominent
E Marfn of the Oconee circuit cc:1,mq ol Oakton people went to chalk bank blacksmith boy, and later a blackbuilding contractor, engaged in a
of the !..uperio• cr.tirt of Georg;a v.as Tuesday, to spend the night, and smith man, and the soul in
him said
sensational street fight today and Mr presen
tel before the house of reore about 12 o'clock a few of them went "sing," and he did sing, early and
laitzfeld was badly but not seriously sentat
ives Thursday and a committee in bathing, among the crowd being late, at his work and in his home.
Injured. For some time there have
uas named to consider and report Milton Lewis, whose home was ot And he saved and struggled
and
been unpleasant rumors afloat abottt noon
the psoition. The petition .al- Milburn, but who was c'erking for endured because, while it was honthe manner of letting street con- leges that Judge
Martin has abused Mr. Utterback. at Oakton. This orable to be a blacksmith, he wante
d
tracts in Chattanooga. Mr. Hitzfeid
Iris cffice in he restrain.r.g of c.f.o.rin young man ventured too far, and felt to be something better.
Is said to have repeated one of these
orders in a case involving the Com- his helpless condition and called
And he arrived because he would
for
rumors which involved Mr. McMa- mercia
l hotel at Fitzgerald. Ga., and help. One of the men near him
0111141041111
said: not be owned by environment
hon, and when the two met there
that by reason of such delay the own- "if you are not joking, put
•
One of the most famous violinists
your hand:
were hot words which were quickly
ers of the property suffered a loss cn my shoulder and I
will take you of Europe is MT. Haydn* Gunter. He
followed by blows.
Hitzfekl had of $3.coo.
to the shore. Lewis' weight was was a pitboy in a coal mine in the
both eyes closed and his, nose was
more than he could bear, and he had 'Rhondda Valley, Wales, as late as IwsUIIçwiTa
almost a wreck when the fight ended "FUT
URE" TRADING TO
tc
leave .the young man to his fate, two.
Mr. McMahon claims that he was
And be wouldn't stay down. His
charged with graft in the rumors
END IN GEORGIA- who, realizing his condition, said to
his companions; "good-bye, boys, you soul soared above a coal mine. He
that Hitzfeld was helping to circulate. ana simply defended his honor. The Legislature Passes Bill Closing will see me no more." and he sank. would drive mules from necessity
His body was recovered Wednesday but be had set his mark above that
Bucket Shops and Exchanges.
occupation.
morning.
SHOT
DOWWN
And he played the violin while othBY
ers
BROTHER-IN-LAW
were sleeping; studied by candle
Prosta
te Salary to the Town.
Atlanta. o,a., Aug to— 1.he Inlight when his fellows were at play Oakes 306 Broadway
Phobos:Office 355—Residence 1696
called Boykin anti-bucket shop bill.
Central City, Ky.. Aug. Ii.—The and while still a pitboy
3. A. McCandless So Badly Wounded adopted by the house of repres
he won the
enta- city council, at its regular monthly violin prize at the eisteddfod. He
He Dies in a Few Hours.
tives several days since, on Thurs- meeting,
passed an ordinance pro- is famous; commands a fine price for
day passed the senate by the decisi
ve hibiting the running of stock at large his, work. He has arrived.
Edmonton, Ky.. Aug. ,i.-.--J. A. ME'. vote of 313 to 3, and needs only
the upon the streets of Central City, an"Oh, you say, "but he had talent.'
Candles. was shot and fatally wound- governor's signature to become law.
other evidence of the fact that Cen- I can't play a note or draw, or speak
ed last night by his brother-In-law, This bill makes no distinction betral City'is up with the times. Mayor or read deep thoughts I have nothBuford Persley. and died this morn- tween bucket shops and exchanges.
W. D. McElhinny drew his salary for ing in common with therse fellows.
ing from the effects of the wounds.
but provides- for the closing of all
the entire time that he has been
How do you 'know until you have
McCandless, according to the state- place, in Georgia where options on
mayor and presented it to the town tried and failed, and tried and failed
120 11.47B]liD BM/MT:
"futur
es" are bought and sold after
ment of those who-saw the trouble,
PADUCAH,.ifr
for
the
purpos
and
e
then
of
tried
purcha
some
snore?
sing
new
was standing on the corner when -January t. too7
Most men can db better thanthey
A substitute hill, making a sharp turniture for the City Hall. This
Persley came up with a shotgun in his
That ran-down, tked feeling is the
generous act on the part of the mayor are doing if they will.
band. The two men had some words distinction between bucket shops and
is
apprec
themse
They
make
iated
an
lves
worth
by
every
citizen
of
and a few moments afterward a shot exchanges, which was favorably refirst sysispsom of MALARIA, take
Central City.
more money and can get more of the
was fired and McCandless fell mor- ported by the senate commitee, was
satisfaction out of life that comes
taly wounded. Perstey escaped and lost by the vote of 29 to t4.
with well dbing.
NOTI
CE.
The
effect
of
the
hill will be to
bus not yet been captured.
St. Louis and ILennessee River PackEnvironment cuts small figure if
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADUThere had, it is said, been hard prohibit all buying and selling in
desire
fills
soul.
the
et emapany—the cheapest and bee
CAJH, KENTUCKY.
feeling between the two men for this state of futures, and if signed by
And 'big obstacles, to the fellow
We have completed arrangements
eneurs
tome time. McCandless was thirty- Governor Terrell. which is reported
ion *et of Paducah.
who is worth while, only - stir amto be a practical certainty, will re- whereby J. B. Williamson
five years old and Persley is twenty& Co., of bition and rouse the fighting spirit.
sult in closing a large number of ex- Paducah
Ky., have become the
three.
• speeific for an malaria.
HMI
changes in Atlanta, as well as in oth- agente of your city for
our celeer cities of the state.
Jack London. the brilliant novelist, oared others. Will cure You.
brated Green River White BleachFOLK WILL NOT INTERFERE,
ing Stone.
was. praising the tramp. "Many a
"Put Yourself in His Place."
Anyoe desiring anything in Cemt- tramp," he said, "is more intelligent
• "Will Permit the Hanging Mrs. Myers
S
For years- to -come the terrible Tery wbik woUrd -do well to see
—ifrier Eft
J. ãW .-honorable ilid -Wis-7a --bas
scenes wittnessed, as well as the deeds E. Williamson dr Co..
at Kansas City.
and give this than the average rich man. Tramps
of 'heroism performed. at the Iroquois miaterial their consideration before are renowned the worldl over, too
Kansas City, Aug. tt.—It was Theater fire in Chicago will be used placing their order.
for their humor. I once knew one
utated here Friday that Govern
named Boston Jack. It is said that
Very Respectfully,
or, "to point a moral or adorn a tale,"
It is a (sip of pleasure, comfor
Folk had sent word to Liberty, Mo., but no two stories of that memorable
he knocked on the back dloor of a
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
where, the woman is in the county catastrophe will prove more effective
and rest; good service, good tabL
farmhouse one July afternoon and
DRUG STORL.
sail, that as far as he is concerned than the two related. last Sunday by.
asked for assistance.
good rewrite, ate. Boats leave each
'Twat, a Slow Game.
be would not interfere with the exe- Bishop Fallow"; of the Reformed
"The farmer's wife said sharply to Seventh and Jacks
on St.
One 337 Wed/noisy amid Saturday at 5 p. m
(Catholic Standard and Times.)
cution of Mrs. Agnes Myers and Episcopal Church, in the course of his
him: 'Why don't you go to work?
For other ieformation apply to jaa
"Mr.
Upp,"
said the merchant 'Dontt
'Frank Hotelman charged with the sermon, says the Indianapolis Star.
▪ 4•111111••■••1111=11.1.10
,
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you know that a rolling stone
sternl
y
to
Adam
Roger, noariatandent;
bookk
Upp,
eephis
Frank L
murder of the woman's husband at
One of them concerned a young
gathers no moss?"
man who lost his life; the other was er. "I saw you at the baseball gams
Brows, avast.
Kansas City.
'Madam,' said Boston Jark4 'withThe date of execution was previ- of an older man wbo lost his self- yesterday. When you asked me to out evading your question, may I ask
let you off for the afternoon you
ourdy ,set by the state stipreme court respect.
of what practical untility moss would
said
yoa were going to a funeral."
One was 'William McLaughlin, son
for 114)onday, Sept. 3. next.
be to a man in my condition?'"
"That'
s
so,"
replied the bookkeepo fa Methodist preacher aand a nepher, "and I'm pretty near a prophet,
'ACCUSES BRITISH OFFICERS ewof the Rev. Dr. Frank Gurrsaulits
LEMON, ORAME., INNIVARW
. of Chica
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Caring for Her Cat.
go. A sophomore of Ohio ain't I? Did you ever see a slower
ViSS Margaret Winifred de Mergame
in
your
life?"
Wesle
yan University, he was visitLoss of $s 000,000 In War Stores
Due ing
cier Panton, a young society woman
Round t4 to BVANSVILLE AND
in Chicago dlitring the holidays,
to Mismanagement.
of Philadelphia, has traveled postYouthful Offenders Arrested.
RIIIIVEH, condoms passage Sasof
and had just stepped inside the thehaste from the Catskills to her home
ARE GOOD. OUR
Unlimited ticket Ss.00 meals and •
ater
when
Hende
the
fire
rson,
first
broke
Ky.,
out
Aug. st.—Ltyde
London, Aug. tr.—The war ofberth included.
With never a thought of himself the Adkins, aged 15 years; Leslie,Fulton, to attend to the vselfare of Albert
Vice has issued the report of the
Edward, a rualtese cat left in the
royal
Crews
commission which was appointed to young man sprang into "the immi- aged 16. and Harry Ashby, aged 16, Morris refuge in that city.
She says
nent
dealy
ROUNCO lielfP TO CAIRO. parrs
breact
i" aantstanding on were arrested Thursday night by
investigate the South African war
her pet is neglected. The feline ina
narro
w
plant
Patro
botwe
lman
burni
en
the
S.
ng
L.
Jewell
on a charse stitute mentioner is a societ affair
stores scandals. While the report
P4uslam — simAvr- ef five et ever $oso each, without
y
acquits the British officials concerned structure and an adjoining trading of looting an Illinois Central , - in a way, for the president of the BER Y, PEACH. PINIDAMIVE or
CHERRY„ IS 1111111,11111t.
weals: BLis• with meals.
from the worst charges of corruption, he directed nineteen women and chil-. The freight yards here are often
bold is Miss Elizabeth Morris, and
It finds that the losses, equaling di-en, some with their garments ited by thieves, and more than half among the members of the societ
Goad music on all the boats For
y
about $5,000,000. were due rather to aflame, to safety and life. Finally' a dozen persons are under arrest for are Mene. Emma Eames Story, the
neither seasisniars see
grave mismanagement and incompe- he was dragge41 from his fiery station, looting cars. The three youthful of- Countess of Yarmoutfit and 'Mrs.
ate, after twenty-eight hours of ag-, fenders will be given an examt
S. A. DIIVIOSER, OM. Pass, Agent.
nating Owen Wister. Albert Edward is retence than to fraud.
SSIVSNTH AND
°fly-from( the burns received, he died'trial Monday. •.
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If the bank exaniii
." ne
unholy soethodls, and every time. one
from $5,noo to flo,000
any'time for which they are sop
of them dons the stripes the coentry 'change their methodls and instead .of regularly every two weeks a repre- serve.
Dummy directors brought all the
it better Off than when ten out and fooling away the:r time around the sentative from the pool roonts called
big
life insurance companies of this
THE
there.
_figures
PUBLISHED Iltv
bank looking over doctored
out criminals are sentenced
at the bank forthe money which was
country
into disrepute. Had the diREGISTER ranWIMPAPOR 00.
It is not the poor, weak devil who set about getting minute information handed over to him by he, cashier.
Emma 5 and
Resistor Building.
(Incorsoitated)
rectors
of
these insurance companies
and One firm of race tracla
imeach
of
concerning
the
habits
of
flounderes
around
in
the
pool
s
Broadway
re.I attended strictly to the business the 303 z-a bretwiway, Pitelueah, !Cy
41zit Register iffunaIng, 53
morality, vice and crime, that needs every official in the bank, and finding fused to take any betti
law marks out for them we would
•
?bier 'Pheise 491).
JAMES E. WILH111111. President. to be taken in hand but those who out how many outside deals he is in- cause they knew the mo
have no McCurdy family scandals
as
asurer.
JOHN WlLHELM.
urge and compel him or her to enter terested in, together with his r
ing from
pockets other than hiss "4 no other insurance scandals.
ROBERT S. WIL14111161. Secretary.
AfestraMing of Titles,
the 'dens and receive the money from so urces, they will soon find that many own. Such a state of affairs existed I The quickest way to reassure the
poor who starved themselves to save
Iseassatoe, Corporation and.
pace
beis
going
a
official
bank
the
a
is
for
debauch.
It
those
Wil
i
om
they
years,
yet
ms
suspicion
was
ata little money that their money
Entertd at the peetslice of P.1.Peel
BIWA* Saw
shed to the
; thf ratt parr safe in a bank will he to ptits,about
rrST-airdr-erhen, suet'
at •e pu
e.
cab, Xy., asiecond-cloas snail matter man ig Cr up
s well known one platoon of those responsible fOr
•
maning to be arraigned before the discovered to be the case, put all of it all was that h
k.00
One Year
*Sr lrundreds 'the Stsnsffaad bank failure ip the
bar of justice and that of public such under oath and have them to about the pool ro
R. T. 1111111MITIDOQT,
a•fpo
Six Months
of
people,
also
,
..s,
yet no one grip of the law.
his
I'pinion.
they
an
explanation
how
Let the law reach foi7th render
of
ins
Three Months
LAWYER.
.50 and gather in those who plot and man c to work for a few thousand in banking circles was apprised of his
One Week
She Threw Him Over.
president had a
plan for the downfall of their fellows. dollars a year, live in good style and conduct.. The
(American- Spectator.)
Anyone failing to.soosiete this war When that is done, a wontlefttl yet have enough money left to be a penchant for outside deals in real
A Philadelphia politician was talk- WS! ?rewire ia all courts of Res.
regularly should report the matter St
enterprises. estate and other wild' cat velattreS. ing about the late Samuel H. AshThe Register office at once. Tele- change will come in the morals of storkholder in various
tacky.
If this course is pursued, it will no couplet with. a fondraels for women. bridge, former mayor of the city
the city.
phone Cumberland 3.30.
"I worked tinder Mr. Ashbridge for
inging to It is reported that other officials orThere are men in this city who doubt be the means
w
connected
.• Pleuraoy
persons
tre
,
Cecil Reand open y taw many a batileoffi
stand' up fearlessly
who if le t
a g 10d ?roster. a cons'derateP,
kind
consebank,
and
as
a
wreckingeof
the
and .iust master.
for the moral uplifting of Paducah alone will land in, tili'lpenitentiary.
"Rut one thing he always inbisted
and, for the welfare of every home It has -been demonstrated' that investi- quence, the public is interested in ths
LA WYE MS.
on. That was implicit obedience to
in its borders.
They stand out in gating the books of a crooked bank developments.
orders. If he told you to do a thine Rooms te, II and 12, Columbia Bldg.
In the course of a few more years.
the open and 2.544;01 .evil wherever does little or no good, so try the exthat and nothing else was what you
PADUCAH, KY.
Register's
The
adopt
they 'find it. They need help and periment of investigating the bank the people will
were to do. He didn't like to have
For City Judge.
banking
their
of doing
a subordinate try to improve on his
We are authorized kr acaoinice support, not in dollars and - 'cents officials. The barrio official who lives suggestion
permit its orders.
D. A. CROSS
but good healthy moral support. A within his salary and only invests his with banks that do not
"I once tried to improved on an
as a candidate for the office of City support that will endure against the own money in outside ventures will officers and employes to engage in
order
of Mr. Ashbridge's. An erat Law.
acto
the
Paducah;
subject
of
them
Judea
never wreck or rob the bank in which outside ventures, but require
rand I had been sent on I did better.
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec- onslaughts of the enemies of good
Room
Mo.
5,
atPathway.
to devote their whole time and
as I thought, than I had been told
tion to be held Thursday, September government. Moral support is more he is employed.
Colemoiria Meg.
/Unwed*.
affairs.
bank's
tention
to
the
to
dn.
But
when
I
came
back
the
20.
effective than any other kind, for it
mayor smiled and told me a story.
Who Controls the Streets?
is somethupp that every individual
"He said there was a young mat\
& &MIRO
Sunday Morning, August it, nod.
There
promises
to
be
a
coolest
as
to
can give add should give cheerfully
Corporations.
in love with a rich and beautiful girt.
Boomerang
to
A
who controls the streets of Paducah
If every man and woman in Paducah
About a year ago Madisonville The girl informed him one afternoon
or the
The Conflict in Paducah.
that the next day wonld be her birthwho believes in goodl morals and a —the board of public works
Ky., concluded to have a municipal
contractors.
day. He said he was glad to hear
Several
the
weeks
ago
If the -tom people of Paducah de- law-abiding comsnurity wouid just
lighting plant and offered to, buy the it. He said he would send her the INIPONIfit Beaton, Ny., rem basal.
passed
an
board
order
that
all
dirt
Ilheohall County; Paducah, K3r.
sire this city receive a moral cleans- have the courage to come out and
plant owned by a company there, but next morning a bouquet of roses, one
Moose 54 Prater nity Building.
trash,
debris
arsSt
other
material
not
pace with other take a stand. for law and morality the
ing andl to keep
the owners would not give a price fos each year.
required
building,
in
a
that
was
"So that night he wrote a note to lbw 'Moe* t 14.
Old 'Phone 484,
cities, they must get to work and member would be so great and powon it. The city then made its ardumped on a street, be removed
the
florist,
ordering
the
immediate
must
immediately
crush
out
the
erful as to
show where they stand. They
rangements to erect a plant, and the
delivery of twenty roses to the young
within twenty-four hours. A copy of
trot expect two or three men to do many evils that surround the weak
local company did all in its power to lady. But the florist, reading the or- J. E. NIIIINDRICE, J. G. MILLI".
conthis
order
was
mailed to every
obstruct the city. Finally they offer- der, thought he would please the
the work in which every parent and and unsophisticated, and make PaduWM. IIIARBLIt.
tractor
and
plumber
in the city. Algood citizen should be engaged. All cah a model city where peace, haped to sell to the city at a price far young man by improving on it, and
most every one of them is observing
so he said to ho clerk:
over the country the moral wave is piness and prosperity would flourish
beyond the value of the plant and
sonic
the
"il-lere's an order from young
order,
but
there
are
On the other hand if they stand
sweeping with a mighty force and
the city refused to buy, and then Smith for twenty roses. Smili is
orwho
disposed
the
seem
to
resist
overwhelming the enemies of good tack and are too timid to ;peak or
bought the necessary machinery for one of my best customers. Thow in
der and to leave piles of old lumber,
government, making happier homes act -they simply invite the enemy to
1
a plant and began work on it. The ten more for good measure"
brick, dirt and trash on the street unand a more contented people. It is proceed with their work of wrecking
court
to
went
into
then
company
Oreilles In eX the sours of ths.
til it suits. their convenience to haul
the greatest work that has manifested homes and scattering woe and misery
further harass the city and the city Germany Leads in Treatment of Noe. No* plumose 31.
it away. The board takes the posiitself within, the past quarter of a thronghout the city.
retaliated by ordering every pole
Ibseni, s awl 3 Insister Bail&
the streets cannot be used
Insanity.
What is needed in Paducah is a tion that
century. Crime, vice and immoralin& gig t-s
and wire off the streets.
Dr. M. S. Gregory, resident arenity had so long been undisturbed and compact organization of men and for dumping grounds, and that inasThis is an instance where a deal
much as the refuse has to be hauled
ist and chief of the psyopathic ward
unrestricted, that the forces back of women determined to see that our
could have been amicably' arranged,
of Bellevue hospital, New Yoric, has
away some time, it had just as well
them gained suck a foot-hold as to fair city. shall no longer pay tribute
but owing to the insolent tactics of just returned from a visit to Europe
done
within
twenty:four
hours
be
enable them to absolutely dominate in money., and blood to a few men
she company the average citizen is where he made an exhaustive study
OSPIPIII tap SCIATH FIFTH
after it is placed there. To leave
the politics and civic conditions of who have no regard for morals or
not in favor of taking the plant as 3 of all the important general hospitals
there blockades that much cif the
the country. A halt has been called religion, but whose chief aimi and amgift. The outcome of the matter will and psycopathk systems of the
of
street
and
the
safety
larger cities. Dr. Gregory said:
endangers
even
Resideeee sp6
Office sgs
upon that citted.• and a mighty army bition in life is to get money
be, the company will have a dead . "In Germany it can be said,
with
gives
As
the
charter
the
public.
tsbeir
is assembling to crash them to the though. desolation follows in
plant on its hands, for the citizens special refererme to mental diseases.
the board' full control aneitsupervision
very earth and rescue this fair land. wake. In our opinion the comnau.nite
will not patronize the company, but that tihe hospitals there lead the
long in
. lc it will rapt low,
such of the strte
from the clutches of the brothels wotildr be better off without
use oil until the city has its plant world For instance, insanity there
convincing any - eardiactdr who
does not arouse the abhorrence ;al
thimpenbliverdens and the lawless sa- but it will never be rid of their conin operation.
the
public mind which is met with
street
he
.can
-pile
refuse.
4
thinks
MOON
LL BUILDING. a
great evils the: taminating influence until the people
lo9uki the three
At Owensboro the old water com- in this and other countries. The
board
woeful
mistake.
The
of
his
TELEPHONE NO. seg.
melniki Ole %ire, safety of the re r:se up in a body and say to them
pany fought the city acquiring their treatment—the preliminary dealing
is disposed to give every contractor
with
mental
diseases—is
on
lietsinot. these places of in You shall no longer drag down
carried
public
plant.
It
plant,or putting in a new
all the liberties and privieger posiquity. staled Oveti of seeming respect- this fair city and pollute its citizenswas fought in the courts clear to the scientifically. The physician or the
OBT. J. RIVPRIP
sible onsisteni with (hi' iciiitnience
alienist is ,uprenie. He is backed
ability, liertiffrough their financial ship as you have done in the years
supreme court 'of the United States by the government. whicth insures to
sag
2•01WFN
FIFTH STREET
and
fety of the public, but it will
and socitl. te,:laltions. they are en- past.
the city winning all along the line, the people that he is a . man of ex&PA Jews us
insist on tontractors adopting more
The American people are becoming
abled' iti _wi4:.3. mighty power in
The people were so displeased Over,. perience and learned in his profesin their use of
methods
up-to-date
Saes
limn
zo a. as., i to sp.
every totnenuftittja by reason of the aroused, and when once they go into
the conduct of the old company that sion. Therefore he is trusted. A p. a.and 7 to g p. at.
drop
the
old
vilthe
streets,
and
to
family is not afraid to apply for
factlif t: nien for above them in action it means war to a finish. Will
they would be satisfied wit:i nothing
treatment for crne of its members.
of putting material on the
lage
ways
take
a
less than a new water plant which
semi often exert themselves the good people of Paducah
miwi
"The people understand that the
streets to remain in the way for
ag,:ay ,gnsiy,ement to check them stand for better conditions or will
has now been installed and is in oper- brain can be sick as well as the liver
weeks at a time.
in t
ation. The company's plant will now The result is that a large peoentmad .endeavor to debauch they resi content for it to be known
age of cases which might become inwidest-opcn
and corrupt the men and women of far and wide as 'the
bring old junk prices.
The Sensadon of the Week.
curable receive treatment in early
Z111, SAX NOW AND
We refer to these two motakes for
thiacoirlitry for the sake of the sor- town in the country?" You have
The sensation of the past week was
stages, and men and women who
THEOAT
did dollars that .4nny flow to their your home, and children here. Are the discovery that the Milwaukee the benefit of certain corporations in might be &Kmiec!l to a lifetime in a Odhoe and Ibmidenee, Dome I 3 and 4
Columbia Snikling.
coffers ,through the gateway* nd•- you afraid to speak for home and Avenue State Bank of Chicago had Paducah. The people of this city are hospital for the insane are restored
Phone sogz—Rod.
children? If you are then you are inmunicipal to a normal condition in two or three
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pity.
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public
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ident and others, and the savings oi ownership of
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stard Aloe 3 towering giant beforc
working while the corporations may for a having been legally adjudged insane
22.000 deposittors. mostly
Examing Banks.
those charged with the administration
The season, through their too:* in the IS on them, and they have nothing
away.
swept
been
people, had
general council, stave it off. - yet mu- to live down in the communities in
DENTIST.
of public affairs, and dt6antly say to
irom.justice;
fugative
The bank examiner is very much in president is a
over Globe Bask and Trust
then; "If you dare. to lay the 'head evidence in the neghborhood of the his son, who is vice president, is un• nicipal ownership will be an absolute which they live. This is nearer
ideal condition than any other 'we
we
of the laCistian our proteges of sin. bank in chicago tbst was discovered der arrest for receiving deposits after fact within the next two years. Ef- know.
to., 306 Broadvray.
down the city with
we will destroy your politicar life." hist week to have been wrecked and knowing the bahk to be iosolvent; forts to load
"Now, for instance, a man comThe-Meff, they bulldoze and intimi- the savings of 22,000 depositors al- the cashier is under arrest for com- bonds for non-producing properties mits a murder in Germany and sets
date those*, authority who would most wiped out. While the bank ex- plicity with the president in 'making that means 3J1 addition tax to up a plea of insanity. They have no
foolish system like we have. They
in their hellish work aminer is busy telling the public tow away with She fonds which wcre ma'ntain and krep them up, will come
molest
• them
do not call, say fifteen doctors for
of Vobbing fellow mars not only of the thieving president and cashier squandered in land speculations, out- to naught, for the people will vote the dkfensti and fifteen
doctors for
Ins - hard-termed dollars. hut of his got away with the funds', the gentle- side business ventures, horse. racing. them down every time the questiss the sante .and maybe so many more
laymen, and tell them to find out
manhood and reSpeetklality as well man should also oil the public how gambling and high life; one depositor is submitted to them.
-211.•
whether the murderer is sane or inWien
the
owns
city
of
Paducah
given
he
rein
114-dithuand that free
it isSthat he did not fiat out about on learning of the crash blew out
sane. No; the judge orders the prisDA W. C. DUBA.NKS.
them in „their work of wrecking the wholesale robbery that had been his brains.; another depotiittor dirop- a water and light plant the profits
oner committed to a general 'hosfrom
those
utilities
will
be
more
than
the
4111mseopathist )
harries and reducing to poverty
oed dead; one of the tellers could' not
pital. of the district and it fferornes
going on for several years.
•*)
enough
to
buy
parks
and
sewer
the
families nt their ‘,vi ,N, ''' ocisder
friends
for
criticism
the
stand
the
of
his
state
alieoist's
duty
in
exi
,
that
inbank
it,
a
understand
As
we
Illeveiway--Phoite
Oaks
Ile
k
rap-the priiini iiiidfir
or
tirlse Wirtityfied
entowered to take absolute not protecting them, blew out his .entire city, betides redisciiig the illitifrilaminer
Assithssee, $tg irsseway.
observation. Ile takes his 9 . n time
tion may live on the fat of the land charge of a bank when he inspects it brains; +and the futher the authoritie: taxer.
•
' Pines 1.40,
prisoner If
Padlucah has the right to engage and upon his report the
i ,
ride in fine .eduipages and travel in and to have placed before him not probe the -disaster the, greater betried or hot tried.
in municipal ownership of 'a water "Now the state alienist gets] CIO fee.,
so-called' high societvy
.only the books and every note on comes the alhotuit stotIrkfirnd by a
The day of reckoning is coming in which the barrio has made the loans, conservative Chicago nesiiptptr of and light plant, and if those' concerns He has no prejudices against the
this country. For years men have but to see and count the actual cash Saturday the looting• of the bank persist in fighting the will of the prisoner one way or the other.. if,
Architeat and etperintsndent. r
he declares the man sane and .hi
been measured by _the dollars they. supposed to be isn hand, and to verify reaches the enormous sitm,saf $2,000,- people, the experiencve of Madisonverdict is challenged- successfully
401 Fratwaity Building.
possess, bat in the moll apeakening every balante on Ube books against 000, and the depositors will .be for- ville and Owensboro may be dupl- that alienist's work for the 'governStd; New Plane
wealth the correspondents. In fact the ex- tunate if they receive as much as cater? in Paducah.
that has some, the e1oa4c
ment ends there and then. No poli- 044 nbetie
tician can save him."
no longer protects men from their aminer is clothed with all power twenty-five cents on the dollar.
PAIYUCAH,
evil deeds and methods of acquiring necessary to enable him to discover
Although the bank suspended last
Bank Officials.
Dr. Augustine Henry, whose name
the dollar. Men who see the evil ef- any and all irregularities.
Plenum, Diplomas
(Chicago Examiner.)
Ceruhuates,
As a Monday, the crash is still the absorband work are especially familiar to
••• eget and Ou Colors,
It takes more than one person to botanists, has arrived from England
fect of such creatures, are speaking general thing, however, he comes to ing !topic in the Nlorthwest; conout in no uncertain terms of the town, drops in at the bank smokes a servative 'Chicago newspapers still loot a bank to the extent which to stusliy those forests which are beMottos anti ce,„:„nders
Stet:island's bank has been robbed.
ing depleted by the inroads of lumdangers that beset us, and their very cigar with the president or cashier, devote over a page of ,space each
When Stensland is punished and bermen and the Isseless: destriktion Frassed right up to date in five Ws.,
courage ip dealing with such vipers calls for a few books and' figures and day to the astounding state of affairs. whet( Herin-g is punished the list of of valuable trees by the ranchmen
idea time at the
/4
appeals to the adtniration of others quietly departs' for another place
The president and cashier posed as people who ought to be punished in of the country. He has also come
who are encouraged to come out and The crooked banker is onto the ex- model men and were so regarded' by connection with the failure of the to study the growth of certain trees
Milwaukee Avenue State Barth will in the west yet unknown to forestry.
Ikeedwas.
join .4te glorious work of rescuing aminer and is always ready for him; the 'bankers a that city, yet the
tot be complete.
Dr. Henry has lately returned from
the country .from the hands of that the books and accounts are juggled, under'' sid'e of their lives are being
The directors of this bank have a journey through- central Ohina
vile, class., The gates of the peni- so as to pass muster, and when he I laid bare, and the cashier was well been negligent. They should answer to *tidy its flora.
tenitaries are swinging open to re- it gone- the crook smiles to himself known by the race track gamblers for their negligence.
Men who permit themselves to *be
Never yet was the voice of con- affiee with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, HO
the rascals who have accumu- *bout hcff,V easy it is to Lool some' and hangerson about the . pool rooms
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
dummy directors commit an offense science silenced without retribntion
lated their wealth by dishonest and people.
For a year or two he had been losing against the patrons of the corpora- —Anna Jame-son.
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FIFTY- FIVE HURT IN

BARNA-

WRECK

Sleeper and Day Coach Roll Down
An Embankment.

111441441manieemaift.

CASES OUT OF UNUSUAL ORDER!news read out for the
Unity, or whispered

benefit of the
into this ears by

a talking machine."
(Coatianed From First Page.)

Church Dedication.
This forenoon at Ti o'clock thc ta====pana
Datas, Tex., Aug. IL—Fifty-five arriving yesterday afternoon. They
Vincennes " — • 65 33
persons were injured Friday in an ac- were all but lost, for Paducah was Goebel Avenue chapel (Christian
••
Cairo
46
cident on the Fort Worth & Denver the biggest place they had ever been church) will be dedicated. Rev. J. D
Jacksonvi1le:A..1e
,
.. 49 .4g
City railroad near Fruitland, Tex. A in. but they asked and got directions Smith, of Bardwel, Ky., is to preach
Paducah
4
47 49
special train has gone from herc to the depot. Finding that they had the sermon. All are Invited.
Danville
.•••
• • 43 56
Lest spend the night here or get
carrying physicians.
4
Mattoon
17 60
The wneck occurred about I a. oh. to Covington in the night Bank said
Wi A. Glasgovs Jr.. the interstate
on a long curve near Fruitland. the lie had just arranged for the girls
commerce
commission's
lawyer
1
Theepoier stsick ndians lost yester- sleeper and one day coach goisg to sleep at the Hotel near the depot smiled.
He had been interrogating
day's game to t e Danvillec by a down a twenty-foot embankment. z.nd was going after a lunch for them
a. reporter in his hotel and the reply
close shave and enahility to hit Mr The seriously injured are:
when the officer came up and took he had received
was unexpected.
Gurney. • A•ernak aria cross save the
--- Coleman, Alvaord; Joe ,Davis, them in charge. As the men dc•
"That was an unlookedl-for answer
v;eitocs the winning run in the third LongView; P. Carron, Amarillo; T. F. c'sred the best of motives in what truly,"
he said. It was like the aninning.
Fallon, Mattador; Mrs. R. N. Mil:er they had been doing or had done swer the policeman gave to the
good
It was a hot battle from start to New Boston; W. H. Myers, Henriet- and their willingness to pay or any citizen who,
breathless and excites.
WE HAVE SOLD LOTS OF
finish and the fans were all guessing ta, internal injuries, yeti, Serious; P. kind of message the officers might ran up to a cairn patrolma
n one dae
who would find the horse shoe
W. Cole. Temple, Tex., internally want to send to Illinois.
SHIRT WAISTS THIS SEASON
Isieut and cried: 'Officer, there's a terrible
Can't win them all boys The next serious; Miss R. K. ,Board. San An- Potter finaly decided to send the fight going on around the
corner to
AND HAVE MADE OUR PROFIT
two will fall to us.
tonio, head bruised and nearly smoth- girls to the hotel and hold the men the right.'
Miller will do She nhuttes (Mete, ered 'in berth.
""Thank you, sir. I'll do a,v much
at the city hall until today, when
ON THEM. IT IS YOUR TIME
for the Indians this afternoon and
A number of others suffered minor they would be permitted to go their for you some day, sir,' said the poVs'right shows up Monday, "we can't hurts. The majority of the injured way.
NOW. WE MUST MAKE ROOM
liceman gratefully, as he took the
loot 'em"
tinning to the left and quickly diswere taken to Bosee for medical atFOR OUR FALL READY-TOThe young men said they were appeared."
Umpire Bush has rejoined-the 'Kit- tention, and a number were taken
both tie hackers and they each carsty and today at Mattoon fined Lands into Fort Worth.
WEARS, TO DO THIS WE WILL
ried their broad axes. The party had
•
at *don Leo and -suspended hien for the
"It
is
a
great
misfortun
e
to a peribut little baggage of any kind hut one
SACRIFICE EVERY ONE IN
rest of the season. It's at pity it LYNCHER
GIVEN
of the men carried a sack well filled lous actor to , be short." said 'James
wasn't Belt. the Jacksonville kicker.
THE HOUSE AT COST.
FIpontsir•'TZARS. with watermelons and cariteloitpes.; X-,4441pcst. , "A short man mitiF.t
Threatening rain kept the crowd
lravc.. a shorter leading lady, ar, if
However both the men and the girls
from going out yesterday.
waives that privilege, he mug
This afternoon Vie grand stand First Conviction for Member of Mob sere neatly dressed, tlie girls being in his'
scenes with her, set to it that
in white and though bareheaded had When
will be filled with local fans, as a
the pair draw near each either
In North Carolina's History.
their hair neat); done up in ribbons. she sits
good contest is expected.
down or leans on a table or
Go now while you have a chance.
kneels
There
on.an
ottomen while he stands
was
much
that
was
Salisburg
naturally
,
N.
C., Aug. mm—What :s
as there are only ten more games
amusing in the investigation of this. very erect. in his high-heeled shoes,
said
to
be
the
first
instance
of
the
be played on home grounds.
convction of a lyncher in the his- quartet and there was much that had thus' creating the illusion that he is
Cory of the state was furnished here a decided phase of the pathetic. The itheit- tall.
po
Danville-e
a
lab
r
"But, with all that, a short actor
last
night when George Ha I, a white credulity of the parents of the gills
T 2 3 0
C Flt.inioS,.3k-Lt • • .4
is always at a disectvantage. I once
who
had
consented
sic-corpse
!
to
0
turn
of
them
Montgome
0
ry
Henline. cf
county
knew an excellent tragedian of 5 feet
3 0 N. C., who was one of the piity that loose in the world as they had wal 4 who
ClaiyrNitt:i
d.• • • 4
gi
dared to play Romeo with a
generally
n
commente
Monday
d
night
upon
.1
by
lynched three negroes
9
the Juliet of 6
4.
T
feet. In a western town
M jail here for the murder of the cfficiils and others who gathered in
Johnson. rf ..iSi.,1•• • s 0 p o 0
one night Romeo, as usual, sighed:
Chief
Collins
O
500
Lyerly
office
family,
during the "inwas found guilty of
craig,..)L • • 44 •.55 3 0
aid You swahlow your share cd dust lam Right? 4 have a kaki line
"'I would I were a, glove upon
cd
1
2 3 0 conspiracy in connection with that vestigation."
Lattirner, b
•
•
•
S
that
hand!'
aCT
O 1 7 3 0 crime, and was sentenced to fifteen
Ott. <
"A
shrill voice called from the gal'43•Gi'eN'tie A O
100 years in the penitentiary.
Gurney, p
Asbestos.
lery:
liall's trial ended last evening at 7
"'Ye wouldn't fit. Yer too small.'"
Asbestos can fairly lay claim to the
.1•441
etc., various grades and various prices.
Totals—
o'clock. The jury was out but thirty- title of being the most useful of ull
33 2 7 27 12
five minutes and returned with a ver- minerals . It has beet! called a min"Explain,
"
saaid the teacher to the
Heap your neighbor keep down the dust.
Paducah—
r bh pc) a
•
•
dict of guilty. Judge B. F. Long eralogical vegetable.
It is both class. "the difference between 'the
Taylor. ef,.
4 O -'1 2
sentenced Hall to the minimum term fibrous and crystalline, elastic. y-t quick' and 'the dead.'"
Perry, sie
4 O 1
provided by law—fifteen years of brittle, a floating stone, which can be
"Please, sir," answered Johnnie,
O 1 3
hard labor in the penitentiary. The teacNly carded, spim and woven into "the quick is them as gets out of the
Cooper,if
.0 4: 3
Wetzel, 3b
0 evidence against Hal! was over- tissue. In Germany it is known a; way of motor cars, and the dead is
3 O 0 3
whelming He *as remanded in jail steinfladhe (stone flax), and t'he them as. doernt."—Tit-Bits.
• t 4 0
Haas. tb
/1
miners of Quebec give it quite as exHis
counsel has appealed.
O
0
0
Lloyd. rt Treervveve••4
The giving out of church notices
pressive a nattrre--pierre coton (cotton
Downinwpc em pot
0 9
Deli Phosos 241I. Sp South Fourth St.
;has
often proved a pitfall for the unseorve).
NO
HARM
IN
LIVE
•
te•
7
WIRE
3
Asher, p
,
5 libmlaishY Atfland.
wary. "During Lent," said a rector
The asbestos mines of Quebec are lately, "several
preachers will preash
totals— $AO 1
5 27 3 2 Electrician Receives Shock of 2,900 she most famous in the world, yield- ott Wednesday evenings;
but I need
ing
about
85
per
cent
the
entire
of
not give their nanws. as they will be
Volts and Doesn't Mind It.
Inn'nes---p.sednahre4 56 7 8 go—RHE
output, Italy being the only compet- all found
7 1
o oo 0 o
Dane Ile .
hanging up in the porch."
ing country. and there the industry
Pachtesh ,areaser-er tlielb3s&4 C5".--1 5 2 Elgin. Ill.,
Aug U.—While testing is declining. Although Charlemagne
In northern, China a perambulating
-7•Slair to Ott to HayDott1315.pliky,
st the firebox at Hill and Gifford is said •to 'have had a eahlecloth of
village blacksmith goes about in the
worth; omega" MK—Downing,. n
streets preliminary to repairing a atlbestoff, which is cleaned by throw- early
spring creaking implements for
-- bases intsa*balletr!off Gurney' 3: °ff
btoken wire on41141-ftrivalefITT system ingintasfire, the entaterial was peace
farriery. -Tfitr-pflows differ in de=
aw
• -T
A. Sher. 4; struelcrodt—by
tically
unknown
until
185o.
City Electrician Flesh received a shock
sign in the 'variouslocaties, and are
Asirer,'Ill; wild illitches--Asherr,. t
,
11" from a wire capable of giving 2,200
Asbestos is stm into yarns, from only sufficient to scratch the surface
left on "
1 "
4 —admvall'
e 8; Pa
u...."..."'"ea‘ volts this morning and lives to te 1 which cloth is woven for drop cur- of the soil.
7; time of •oeamk---1:45; '`,
the tare. He did not finish the job, tains in theatres, clothing for fireQuakers.fhowever.
iDenett Pollee Commissioner Waimen, acid workers and others. It is
. He says that aside from taking the made into lamp wicks, gloves. foe -ito• ot New york refused
•.%
#
„
allow
C 14414 119,. • Mit TIM. at liattoort
• nerve out of him for the time being stokers and" ropes for fire escapes. It viatica' house, hp be draped ini memis felted into mill board to be used ory ef Patrelman William 17 liedelocdts he is none the worse for his experi47r41141aAtimpr,
as an inetilator in lynamos. as a fire- Men, who Ion his' ire in a heroic atence.
Made briltiant ninth inning rally
pro)f lining for floors atrd in count- tempt to, rescue an Italian boy from
During
the
storm
last
evening
one
scoring fOit; runs attd not a single
less
other ways.—London Daily Mail. drowning. Enemies of the deputy
the
of
fire
wires on Park street Was
nut• • *,.., 44 • • 1 -6 •
commissioner say this shows the ef,Isangdion was fined $50, and sus- brelt4n and became entangled with
fects
of his recent trip abroad.
one
of
the electric light wires, taking
pended by Mattoon for balance of
The Future Bath.
the
voltage
which
it
season for insubordination.
administe
Doyle
red to
"The bath of the next century."
it!" angrily exclaimed the
Ordinarily
l'iSs also stspended . for loose worts: Mr. Fish this morning.
says T. Baron Russell ;r1 his boo*,"A unsuccessfel contributor. "1 don't
litue
ft•tore
is
very
current ;n the fire
,
111•••e•••••••••- ••••••••• ••••
r• - Hundred Yews Nonce." "will leave tempose there's anything I could
Mattoon
8 126
I
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.,„
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,
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o
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7 6 2'
water delivered with a force that will
"I reckon not," replied, the counV t
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nir•T•1•.-••
Batteries—Mcsoeg, and Johnson;
render robbing unnecessary, and be- try editor. "1 dont s'pose you could
W:14
21
Devit
,ymii/i
and
—Bush.
Ilelt,m
9
'sides it will stand the drying cup- write a check for a year's subscrip...=1•
board lined with some quickly mow- tion, could yet?"—Philadelphia Press.
4-• ra71 tsi H4Vineennes s; Cairo o.
'
4
"430"bi
ing arrangement of soft bruehes, and
.
•
Cairo, Ill.; Aug: II.—The visitors J Nlorristown. Tenn., A'.'.'A'.'.'si.--Rev fed wish a highly desicented1 air, from
Physician (at watering place to paanie's. Brady, a local Baptist 'preach, Which, almost in a moment,
won today by stiperineeploping.
the battier tient's turband)—And, after all, the
er, died Wednesday night Of the will emerge, dried,
•
and with a skin great thing for your wife is exer•••••emliwwisedwine.
R H E connty jail of hydrophob
ia. Brady gently stimulated and perhaps electri- cise. Does she
First Christian Church Today. , I s Montpelie
Vineermes
take
I
any?
r.
Vt., with 6,00ce popu2 8 1 wai brffirti by his own dog. A few fied,
to clothe himself quickly and
Every member is requested to he lation, holds
Patient's Hirchand!--Taire anyl
Cairo
more than $6,000,000 of
:
41 5 4 days later Brady developed symp- pass down
the
ehould
lift
present
to 'his breakfast,
say she dd. Why. doctor,
at the communion services Kansas mortgages.
Batteries: Farrel and
Mittfersonr toma of rabies, became uncontrollaTiie.is an averwhich he will eat to the accompani- she changes her dress at least six this morning use the committee or
Wodring and Quieteer: .
age of $1.000 for every man, woman;
ble and was placed in a cell.
ment of a surnstsiry of the morting's times a'day.—Gil alas.
securing a pastor wishes to repori.
and child-in town.
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Garden Hose,Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled.

Ed D.Hanna

Cyclone Insurance

$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L. Weil & Co.,
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ENDLESS PRAYER
CHAIN A HOAX
BISHOP LioWttEssiCO OF MASS
ACHUSETTS ISSUES STATEMENT REGARDING IT.

'Threatens Those Who Fail to Send
It to Others With Dire
Calamity.

ur,cton. Anz. t.—So much annoyance has been caused to the Rt.
Rev. William Lawrence, Episcopal
bishop of Massachusetts. by the flood
of letters which has been pouring in
'for several months regarding the so•called "endless chain prayer," which
was alleged to have been started by
him, that the bishop has found it
necessary to issue the following denial that he is connected with the
-matter:
"The endless chain of prayer said
-to have been written by Bishop Lawrence is ahoax. Bishop Lawrence of
Massachusetts never wrote it and
% -knows nothing about it. It is the
work of some demented or mischievous person."
A denial that owls a scheme had
*been started by any schurcls official
or dignitary was promptly published
in all the Episcopal church papers.
-as well as in the local secular paners
in many cities. The church officials
-also sent to Episcopal clergymen
'throughout the country a letter de-seribitor the hoax. Despite this,'however, Sh,ere is scarcely a day when
-Bishop Lawrence does not receive
letters containing inquires concerning- it. Such queries have come recently from Florida. Texas, northern
sad western states an
points in
'Canada. while only this week, a
ninety regarding it was received by
Bishop Lawrence from- Paris. France
The Prayer Threatens.
The prayer begiris with an invocation for divine mercy on all man.
-kind, and says it was sent by Bishop
,Lawrence( who recornmended it to
-be sent to nine persons. Misfortrme
was threatened to whomsoever failed
'to send it. On the other hand, it
promises &rat "he who will rewrite
This paper will be delivered from every calamity."
The inquiries concerning the endless chain and comments on it which
"Note been received by Bishop Lawrence and by church and secular papers indicate that the fears of many
persons have been so worked on by
the mention of "dreadful accidents'
- as the penalty for failing to comply
with the conditions of the scheme,
that they have not only aided in the
spread of the prayer, but have felt
great Pert(or lefst thely mightmeet
with misfortune. One of the most
'striking letters regarding the matter
-was received by the editor of a MonAreal paper from a correspondent in
British Columbia. This correspondrent wrote as follows:
"I inclose a copy of a letter (the
endless chain letter) with ,which the
"United States and Canadian mails
are flooded. I received the seventh
today from Cknadia. and have reaolved to give the matt', publicity.
One of my lady correspondents
writese me that she is 'sick with
leafs' for 'her husband would not let
her follow the directions in the letter she had received of the kind, and
she was so afrait that some calamity
would befall herself or family that
-she had disobeyed, him and written
-secretly nine letters and sent them
:hff to as many different parties, myself being one of th% victirru.s, thus
placing nine others under the 'ban of
the curse.' as she calls it, if they do
-not do likewise. I am sending a
'copy of the letter that is causing so
-much discussion to several of the
leading newspapers in Canada and
the United States. and hope the mat-ter will he so widely discussed that
"it will put a stop to such a sacrilege."
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Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock which
•
is not a good brush. -

We Guarantee
every tooth brush s e seell to
give satisfaction. If one should .
pass our examination with
seine flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal ,favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, whithever you prefer

J

Oehlschlaeoer
DRUGGIST

SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TFCEPHONE 63.

AMERICAN WIFE WORSHIP.
British uppertendom is reported sllocked at .the consideration or worship, U you prefer
the term, shown by Nicholas
Longworth for 'his wife during
their transatlantic • visit. So
American is manful devotion to
wife that no qne here was 'stirprised at its manifestation. ;Its
absence woe, in fact, much
more reattilo commented on.
Before ind:ilging in sweeping
condemnation of the British
view of the -natter, it is well to
bear in min U that the civilization of Britain still reta'ns
many of she feudal characteristics which rode woman when
married so nstrelr more subservient to ma' than American
Modern
civilization permits.
British legisIstion on the marital relation all tend, just as
much as the American, to the
uplifting of -Yeoman from the
plane 05 I • 'osic inferiority
cooling de:"
'-om Roman,
Saxon and r .rs andays.
If anything is to be condemned in the attitude of the
few Englishmen opposeil to
wife worship, it is their too obstinate adherence to traditions
and usages, incompatible with
miodern conditions. Marriage
in American is a matter of love
the woman fully as free to refuse or accept as the man to
propose. In Europe it is still
regarded as a matter of business or family interest, the
oarerits and families of the two
.isterested, parties having a very
important part in the negotiationo leading op to marriage.
Love is, under such conditions,
too often a oaanger to marriage. The datusthter of a titled
house cannot fully accept the
attentions of a man whose fortune came, perhaps, from brewing beer, or butchering cattle,
or selling cutlery. He may be
worthy and she may love him
devotedly, but the s.ocial barrier is in she way—and marry
she must, perchance, a man she
loves not.
Here personal worth is the •
prime considleration. With it
love works out wonders. Without it even love itself may land
in the divorcs courts. The true
Asnerican husband worships his
wife. She is all to him that is
dear on earth. She has entered into this life so closely and
intimately and permanently that
no separation, not even death
can ever remove her from him
entirely. The devoted husband
knows that there is no better
Or snore efficacious method of
increasing his own than by multiplying the happiness of his
wife —Louisville Herald.
STANDARD OIL VF.RY
SMART.
No attempt to account for
the Standard Oil company as
to its past, or to deal with it
as to its present, can get very
far without keeping in the foreground one large fact to which
William H. Vanderbilt caled
prophetic
attention
nearly
thirty years ago. At one of
that long series of futile legislative investigations. Mr. Vanderbilt was a witness, unfriendly, at least impartial toward
the Standarad company. "I
don't believe," he said, "that
by any legislative eenactment.
or anything else, through any
of the states, or all of -the
states, you can keep such men
down. They will be on top all
the time. You see if they are
not. • * • There is no question about it, but that these
men—and if you come into
contact with them I guess you
will comce to the same conclusion I came to long ago—
I think they are smarter fellows than I am, a. good deal.
They are very enterprising
and smart men. I net/es came
in contact with any class of
men as stvart and as able as
they are in business." This was
the frank" tribute of one business man to what he deemed
superior business abilit? in
Rockefeller. Rogers, Archibald.
Dodd and their associates. Rut
•Mk. Vanderbilt implied, and
very sincerely beliessed, that.,
because these men are smarter
than most men, there is nothing to be done about their iniquities. Therein he belonged
to his time and differed from
our own. et,mmunities might
just as well fie down and
abandon the effort to curb
horse thieves because horse
thieves are hard to curb.
'Smartness may explain corporatiou wrongs; it does not excuse them. Smartness means
the acquisitive instinct highly
developed, practiced deviously,
more or less subterraneanly,
and without scruple as to the
rights of others. Pickpockets,
forgers and embezzlers are all,
to quote Mr. Vanderbilt, usually smart men in their lines.
Standard Oil, like other imporwill
be
monopolies,
tant
curbed. But the time is coming when conspicuous talents
wilt not so frequently choost

the predatory forms of business
HOME FOR MILLIONAIRES.
for their exercise; when smart--ness and shrewdness will be
Families of Wealthy Are Called to
IOW
more often on the side- of the
Make Plans for Big Hotel.
public interest; when the con— —
flict between public and priAbout fifty millionaires and multivate interest will not so often lta
millionaires of Chicago and middle
be a contest between a $3,000western cities. are planning an aparta-year federal or state attorney
ment house for their famililes and
and a $200,000-a-year trust
have organized the members into advisory boards to prepare plans for
lawyer; between a $too,000,-athe building in which they propose
year lobbyist and no lobbyist
at all.—Collier's.
Ito live for the remainder of their
Ys.
These possessors, of great wealth
ADVERTISING SOUTHERN
have had opened to them a comCITIES.
munity of the most ultra-exclusiveThere is ageneral spirit of
ness in the proposed hotel of dazenterprise and' push everywhere
zling magnificence to be erected at
apparent among t'he cities and
an enormous cost on the Otto Young
towns of the south. This is
property on Michigan avenue, where
manifesting itself in many vathe prevailing feature in construction
rious phases, some of which are
will be that persons with sufficient
approximately so close to those
wealth may lease for a long term of
methods and measures that
years or for life apartments conprevailed during the southern
itructedoaccording to the I
pert
Tinfragrant
wish or most fickle fancy of the ocmemory that the Tradesman is
cupant.
impelled to call attention to
Many of the most wealthy families
theme
in Chicago have planned to take
One bears it n many of our
apartments in the proposed hotel
'cities that "'boom prices" are
and besides them the cream of
again prevailing in, real estate
wealth of cities throughout the midcircles, anal a spirit of speculadle west have been asked to join in
tion s abroad, seemingly forthe scheme, which will probably cengetful of the terrible punishter in Chicago most of the great
ment that was inflicted on aloealtb of the country outside of New
most every portion of the south
York City.
following the boom that preThe cost of the hotel in the light
vailed in the middle and latter
of circumstances which have develFos.
oped is at present beyond estimating
No friend of the south would
Into the millions, .however, it is conwish to see a repetition of that
ceded
the cost of such a project will
period, and yet We are on the
run. But as only the upper strata
verge of it in many localities at
of the millionaire colonies in the
this very moment. In nothing
west are to be invited into the grand
is this more clearly apparent
apartment
scheme, the cost is a matthan in the plans that are being
7 7 7? 7? 7 7 7
ter of small importance.
&toned for advertising many
Because of the whole variance of
of our southern oities. Large
tastes in form, arrangements and
sums of money are being spent
finishing of apartments, the hotel
in newspaper and magazine adwill probably have a wider difference
vertising, nearly all of which
of uniformity than any other buildis on the "boom" order, and is
ing in the world. The only similarcalculated to revive a speculaity will be on the outside, where the
tive era, which the south does
walk are to be uniform from street
not want, instead of a further
to roof. Among the proposed fea**constructive period, which the
south does want.
tures of the millionaires' home are:
It should be borne in mind
Private elevators to the various
that permanent progress is not
floors and in some cases to apartbased on speculation, but rathments are to be provided.
er has its foundation in indusGarages
are
to be scattered
trial and commercial interests
throughout the building.
and these interests are best adAthletic quarters are to be provanced and conserved by local
vided in many parts of the building
appreciation and support than
Cafes in the styles of every known
otherwise. Nothing so much
race of epkures, with native chefs
strengthens an individual or a
i and stewards in the charge of the
community as, a spirit of selfbuilding. and, subsequently, their
reliance and self-thelp. It is
management
the old fable over again of put"Gardens" and rooms and "cornting one's shoulder to the
ers" of the most magnificent fittings.
wheel instead of praying to
'Although (the perivate apartments
sOWSWIIMIMEnnsgrian
Jupiter, or looking for help to
will be maintained with private retiThe New Veterinary Hospital.
din what 'we can best perform
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and dentists. Special facilnues of servants, importation of servoudselves.
ice men and women from England ities have been provided for in constructing our new hospital which enWhere that kind of a spirit
and the continent is. to he made for ables us to treat all diseases of horses and dogs in the most modern
exists nothing can hold down
the hotel proper.—Chicago Tribune manner. Wk have a clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and oat
the indivdual or community
that es complete in every detail
that possesses it, and nothing
We invite you to call and insp ect our place
MORTON IS WHITEWASHED
can ever supply its. deficiency.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third street.
An individual may possess
Office phone, old, 13445; new IsS: residence 0116.
Interstate Cpmmission Removes All
wealth and opportunity, a city
may spend millions to advertise
Stigma of Rebating.
it. and unless thte foundation
of self-reliance exists in the one
Washington. Aug. it —Paul Moror public 'spirit and mutual coton v.-as cleared of the stigma of reoperation in the other they will
bating in connection with the Santa
not keep pace with those who
Fe railroad Thursday by the interpossess these qualities in the
state commerce commission in a
peat race of life.
AT maiming PANIC.
statement issued regarding the conThe adve.lising expert is
viction of the Atchison, Toepka and
abroad. in the land, and he
IMAM STAMM 35 CBMTS. BOX BEATS 62 C1NTS. ?ICKES ON
Santa Fe railway company.
lams.* how to part both the
SAL SMITE a MAGUS'S,
The' commission says "the avowed
individual and the community
purpose of the practice tends to supfrom their wealth by inducing
PIIIVRTIT a BROADWAY.
port the view" that there was an
rinv.estrnents
in
advertising
criminal intent on the part of .Paul
schemes of dotIbtful efficiency.
Morton. former secretary of the
The best advertising that a
navy and former head of the traffic
town or a city can have is to
department of the Santa Fe, and the
be always doing ••-nn.ething for
other raliroad officials involved.
it. Once in possession of the
The statement calls attention to
proper civic pride and public
the
fact that with the imposition of
spirit. no 'difficulty is ever ex$15,000 fine on the railroad "the
the
penienced in keeping the interhistory of the fatuous Santa Fe reAND RBTURN, VIA THE
ests of that town or city in the
bate case is practically closed," and
forefront of progress. There
praises President Roosevelt and Atare cities proposing to raise
carrying
large sums ofnmoney to put in- • torney General Moody for"
administration's
out
success
the
with
to the pockets of some slick
declared purpose to enforce the stattongued''schemer, that will not
ute in all such cases.
locate an irultistry knocking at
Tickets good Inc ging passage on
its doors. and which would be
KILLED BY FUNERAL TRAIN
the 'best permanent advertising
--it could possibly obtain. Let
Man Throws Himself Under Car
our southern cities quit fooling
Leave Paducah
,,
9:3o a. am. .
with such schemes and get
L
Leave Maxon
Bearing Mother's Body.
9:53 a. tn.
down to solid business, and a
Leave Kevil
----s
thousand fold more good will
Springfield, Ill., Aug. 11.--While Leave La Center. intoat
t
aa. as.
ii.
be accomplished for them—The
.
to:3o a.. M.
en route from Peoria on the Chicago. Leave Barlow
Tradesmans
too&
4_
, Peoria—tint St. -Louis- fringing- the Arriva Ces.*
fl:3o pm.
i
body a his mother, Mrs. Mary Riley,
"PRESENCE OF EVIL"
Returning, Tickets will be good on all Regular Trains leaving Chicago
here for burial from Peoria, where
the lied. GeoyRc Riley stepped out to awl) includong Wednesday, August 29th, except Fast Mail Train leaving
Will Be the Top'c of Dr. Newell s
Chicago 2:O IL. in.
cu the train platform and dropped
Sermon This Morning.
Under no circumstances will a le nyer limit be given on bhe return •
baggage
car
to the rails Letween the
in which his mother's body was an ! portion of these Excursion Tickets.
At
the
Broadway
Methodist the smoking car as the train was
Church tihis morning the topic of the croSsing the county line today and
Further Particular
4
of
sermon to be delivered by Rev. T. J. was instantly around to death. DeJ. T. DONOVAN, Ticket agent, Illinois Central Railroad Paducah.
Newell, the pastor, will he "The spondenes and grief because of tke
Power of the Presence of Evil," death of nis mother cansed Riley to
W. H. BRILL,
which will bear upon certain local
Div. Psee'r. Agent St. Louis, Mo.
commit the act.
conditions.
A. H. HANSON,
S. 0. HATCH,
Two week; ago 'Dr. Newell delivPassenger Traffic Manager, CHICAGO,ILL.
General Passenger Agt.
Case .of "Dog Eat Dog."
ered two sermons on the subject
and as a consequence aroused much
(Higginsvote, Mo., Leader.)
CLAUDE DESHA DEAD.
years ago, then county court clerk
comment over the facts he laid be,
A young fellow bought 2,000 exand the afterward clerk of the Kenfore his congregation. Iti the ser- tra fine cigars and ,had them insured,
mon tomorrow he proposes "to give for their full value, smoked them up Prominent Kentucky Democrat Vic- tucky senate. He was a prospeetivs
candidate for congress. He was a
statistics and facts that cannot be snd demanded the insurance, claimtime of Apoplexy.
son of General Lucius Desha and a
successfully disputed.
ng that they had been destroyed by
fire. Thc case was taken to court
'Cynthiana, Ky., Aug. to—Claude grandson of Governor Joseph IDesha.
Cochran Is Seriously Ill.
and the judge decided tin favor of M. Desha, a resident of this city, and
San Francisco, Cal.. Aug. to-- the young man. The insurance com• a prominent democratic politician
Tile national Baptist convention,
Bourke Cockran ofl New York is pany then had the young man arrest- died at his home Thursday night
the largest body of colored Baptists
seriously ill at Lake Tahoe. He is ed for setting fire to his own proper- from apoplexy. He had been very
in America. has decided to establish a
being nursed by 'his fiancee. who is ty and the arose judge ordered that prominent and influential in politics
theological seminary of its own. It
a daughter. of Governor General Ide, he pay a fins and o s O., ;ail for thre._ tor ten years or More, being charalready has a large and prosperous
of the Philippines.
monOn.
man of the coonty committee herei rublishing house.
•
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Started?

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 stark it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
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inter sewerage commission,
more.
"The Influence of Sanitation on!
Morality," Charles J. Whalern., M. D..1
Thorough,
commissioner of health, Chicago.
N. tkeeries taught but actual business hem the start.
'orisip,
Discussion, led .by Dr. Quitman!
peantaas
ing.
ypewrit
teuch-t
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gramma
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law,
cial
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spelling
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YACHTING SUITS
"Sewage Filteration," Alexander
AUTOMOBILING, GOLF, TENNIS, COACHING,
S; Potter, C. E., New York iCty.
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should
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costume
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costume
dashing
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but
white,
and
in
black
only
cent
come
magnifi
September 17-22.
small price to pay for a
a variety of weaves—armurea satHarrodsburg, August 7-7-4 daysestablishment.
ins and taffetae of soft, beasitifid texThe Variety of Dresses
Fere Creek, August 14-4 days.
Vaassebirrg, August te-4 deYs•
warn nowadays on yachts impels one ture and finigh', and are as durable
in
coiumbia, August a-4 days.
to the belief that it is a matter of as they are attractive. Satin is
the
Skephereiville, August 21-4 ileYs.
personal preference. Any pretty out- especial favor, consequently
Learreaceaurr Arigase 21-4 &Ye.
ing suit serves the purpose, and at Sappho satins, in all colors and with
Sprisiglield, August 15---4 day's.
the same time lace costumes are not a radium finish, offer peculiar adLondon August 29-4 days.
unfrequently the choice for evening vantages.
The Display of Wealth
Brodhead, August 15-3 ears.
entertainments. Linen, silk or serge
Mt. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
are most in favor and a white suit is nowhere more impressive than at
Gatherie. August 23-3 days.
of the latter material trimmed with the Gaeino, where superb gowns and
Nicholcsville. August 3S-3
white silk braid, figured conspicu- ek.gant jewelry are the rule, not the
Saelbyville, Anus* 2g-4 days.
otteiy at a dinner party on a million- exception. The black and white comFloreave. August ass-4 clays.
aire's yacht. Five lengthwise rows bination was *gain -set forth in a
Eyeing, August 30-3 shays.
of wide, white silk) braid trimmed gown worn by a young Philadelphia
Elizabethtown. September 4-3 daYlk
the skirt, and the waist was an Eton -matron The underdress of white
Paris. September 4---5 days.
front and postilion beck over a sal- elk was overlaid by white chiffon,
ftardatown, SepSember
mon pink silk blouse, the front, of with two or three ruffles at the lower
Monticello, September 1-4 days.
the Eton edged with pink ilk ems edge of the skirt. Fancy blacle silk
into
w. September 12-4 days.
about
saaped
Glasglo
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3
braid
picot
of
haying
hi-aid
straps
broidery. Cross
Sebree, September 1S-5 days
five inches long were on each jacket leaves of various sizes and connectWHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BlikUTY TOI
Hartford September 19-4 ears
front and at the center of the back. ed by slender silk cord, formed a
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
Henderscia. Sentember 36-4 ihYs
Septtember 26-4 days
th,
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to Enforce Sunday Closing.
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For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,
SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Louisville. Aug. 11.—The board of
safety has issued an order that there
mule be no ball game and no performances at the theatres on Sunday. Manager Tebeau has notified
it that he will obey the order.
The board says that if the theate:s
try to open it will enforce its orders
with police.
The board of public safety issued
t h e following statement:
"The board of public safety has
determined to enforce its order for
Sunday closing against the Louisville
ba_seball club and the Sunday theaters; so that hereafter there will be
neither nrofeessional baseball nor
theaters in Louisville on Sundays
Mr. Teheate the manager of the baseboard
ball club, has written to the
order
the
in
ce
acquies
will
he
that
attempt to
If the Sunday theaters
nt number,
sufficie
a
board
defy the
at the
placed
of policemen will be
prevent
to
theater
each
to
entrance
been
is operation, the board "having
duty
the
much
as
is
it
advised that
comof a peace officer to prevent the
armission of an offense as it is to
combeen
has
offense
the
after
rest
mitted "
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/load two seat stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other handsenseiy illustrated literature.
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POLITE POLICE
IN COVINGTON

tore Trading Your
Old Bicycle in oll
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCL[CO
Neat to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth meet they sea s ave yob
mosey, and take your old wheel In enchant/v. WE WANT AN UNLIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D WAND BICYCLES.

Remember this is the cheapest house in tows on Bieyles and everyGamblers to
Not Willing to Force
Expes$
Shea, for hicysles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
Really
and
med.
work
gusiran
All
Court,
look
abop.
to
repair
Into
l
in
our
sts
Come
beautifu
machisi
dress,
A fan-shaped piece of passernenterie black lace
crescents of
Objects to Raiding.
edged by tiny buttons was above and upon and relieved by
collar and
on
at
dery
colored embroi
a second below the cross straps
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. troolaVith
the back of the jacket and a plain revers of the tiny Eton.
Lieutenants
politeneee,
n
braid strap extended over each staror
Parisia
Rows of Fluted Lace
raided a
Martin
der.
.
mode a soft, fluffy front, and the el- Moesbacher and
on
Covingt
in
shment
Coaching Costumes
lace
establi
white
three
poker
bow sleeves were
if
as
Tames
ve
expensi
o'clock.
and
are as elegant
puffs, a band of black silk (leaf) Friday morning at t
such a thing as summer showers. did paseementerie separating each puff, Nolan. the manager. was told his
not exist. Are their colors an indi- the lower one edged by wide lace. ritests need not trouble to come tn
cation of what we may expect in the A pina, silk sash harmonized with the police office nor to court. Nolan
fall? Are browns, golden tans, often the colored embroidery on the jack- /rave fictitious ?terms for i;Ic of the
As we are in the midst of hot weather anc! simpmg is a tor.
with an intermixture. of yellow. to et. As finishing touches to this ele- players, who were Cincinnatian, save
tare at the present time, "and these beautiful moonlights we have
supersede the light hues w hich have gant cottume were black suede one, who was a congressman from a
at present. Come one come all .and hear his mum at fkiff S. 4th.
made the winter's and summer's co.,- pumps embroidered in black silk and bark Ohio district.
at.. produced by the only 4alking maihias, not only of U. S. but
tomes so attractive? News comet jet beads, with hosiery to match. and
of the world, The Victor and the Zoitophowe aillang machines
_:n the day Nolartanpeared
gillty
ed
answer
a
from Pacis- asseses- sage lot ecru is Mittthe
ond
g
COMiffs meetin
from Its to *too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
in police court
now existing.
PANNIE FIELD.
bow .
wealthy. Reinamber that these mackiaes ass the
for each of the accused and, paid
their fines of $5 and cost'.
A Conspicuously Handsome
Louisville *gambler has estabDISCUSS PROBLEMS.
coaching costume recently worn by
lished ,aellette. nnaer and (-ant in
Remember may records for sale are Mk. 33e, to in. Om. 12 in.
a leader of fashion was of brown
"Wore Wiese." imesooliately
the
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•n".aleet in Chicago.
$4.se, $5.m. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
We • biauiáe eii the finest and dant- chiffon, shirred • tucks and soutac-IN
but the police did not trieleet him.
Pith, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and 9rinvate and Games and
Ost snide.' with the utmost tare, braid. Linen with heavy lace inserts
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a
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